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THE CLASS OF
1927

•

wish to thank Mr. Hughes
and Miss Weller, our class
advisors, for the kind co·
operation they have given
ns in all our class enter·
prises.
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E. H.

TAYI.OR

Er.r.EN A.

FoRD

1\!fathentatics

Latin

A .M .. P h.D., H arva rd U n iver sity

A.M., Syracuse Unive rsity

AN NIE

F . WEUER

FREDf.RICK

L. KocH

Geograprty

Music

B.S .. University of Chicago

Conservatory of Music, Kassel, Germany

P age f if teen

s. E.

THO~!AS

IsABEL M c KI NNEY

History

E n glish

A.M., University of Iowa

A .M ., Colum b ia U niversity

ANABEL ]OH :\ SO:\

HowARD DEF. \ VIDCER

French

Enu·i.,h

A.B., Elmi ra College

A.B .. Ya le U ni vers .t y
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RAY~WND L . MoDESITT
.Hnthcmatics

RuTH CARMAN
L at in

A.M., Indiana Un iversity

Ph.D .. University of Wisconsin
A .M., University of Illinois

F I SKE ALLEN
Director of T1'ainin o Sc hool

ALm:RT B. CRowE
Ph)!sical Scien ce

A.B., Indiana University
A.M., Co lumbia U niversity

A.M., Hanover College
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CHARL(S

s.

R uTH E. M AJOR
Nf1tsic

SPOON(R

Biological Science

A.B., Cornell University
A .M., U niversity of Illinois

B.S., Kansas State Norma l School

..

:

RALPH HAEF N£R
Psych ology and E ducation

GRAce E. MesseR
Fine a1td Applied Arts

A.M., U niversity o f Minnesota

Potsdam Normal S chool
Syracuse U niversity
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CHARLES P. LANTZ

L. F. ASH LEY

P hysical Edltcation

Mantwl A rts

B.S., Gettysburg Colleg e

B .S., Stout Inst it ute
Univer sity of \ Viscon si n

ERNEST L. STOVER

DoRoTHY H. MooRE

Botany

Fine and Apptied Arts

M.S., Ohio State University
Ph.D ., U niversity of Chicago

The Chicago School of Applied a nd
Normal Art
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WAYNE P. H UGH ES
Assistant in 111 anu.al Arts

A.M., Columbia University

Stout Institute

E.

E n glish

LEwrs A LB ERT MooRE
Ag1'icu l tut·e

Battle Creek College

B .S., M.S., University of Illinois

LENA

B.

0RRA
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ELLIJ\;GTON

NEAL

\Vrr.r.rAM

\V.

ANKE:-IBRAND

R UBY

M.

H ARRIS

Psycholo[!y and Ed1t cation

GeograPh>•

A.B., Marietta College
A.M., Ohio State University

B.S., University of Chicago

Et.EA N OR E. BoYD

PAUl. \V. STANSBU RY
PsJ1Chology and E du,ca tion

lt1athematics

A.B .. De Pauw Universitv
U n .ve rsity of Pennsylvanra

B.S., \Vesleyan U niversity
(Middletown, Co nn.)
Ohio State U niv ers ity
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ORA

ZEA ZIN)I
English

L.

RAII,SBACK

Ph)•sical S cience

A.B., A.M., Indiana Un ive rsity

A.B ., Milton College
A.M., University of W isconsin

FLORENCE

FLoRENCE SuTTON

B.

McAFEE

]1 athematic.s

Ph)'Sical Educat-ion

B.E., East ern Illinois State Teachers
College
A.M., U niversity of Illinois

A.B ., P ennsylvania State Colleg e
Department of Hygiene a nd P hysical
Educatio n, \V ellesley College
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GRACIA

E.

ToRIN u s

CH ARLES

H.

COLEMA K

English

History

B.A., B.S ., U niver sity of Minnesota

George Washington U n iversity
A .M., Columbia U niversity

s.

LILLIE
THOMPSON
!-lom e E co11 omi cs

B.S., Stout Institute

EuGENE

M.

WAFFLE

E n glish

A .B ., Indiana S tate N orm al School
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KATH RY N

L.

Ser,r, ARS

PATSY

L.

S TOVER

En!Jiish

Biolo gical Science

B.E., E a stern Illinois S tate Teac hers
College

A. B., Mo unt Ho lyoke Co llege
M .S .. U niversit y of Chicago

EDITH

E.

RAGA N

EDITH LEVAKE

Trat.11in.g Teach er ill ith , 8th and 9th Grades

Tra on ing T eacher in 7th, 8th and 9th Grades

India na State N or ma l School

State Normal School. P latteville.
Wisconsi n

Pa!Je twenty -f our

Gn.BERTA CoFFMAN

LEAH

I.

STEVENS

Trai1zing Teacher in 6th Grade

Tra·i nin g T eacher in 7th and 8th Grades

Indiana State Normal School

B.S .. U niversity of Chicago

ELIZABETH R ussELl.
Training Teac her in 5th Grade

T 'raining T eaclte1· in 4th Grad e

A .B ., Iowa Un iversity

Southern Illino:s State Normal Un iver sity

ETHEL

F.

JA NES
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P age twenty-five

•

GRACE GEDDES
T1·a:i1u'ng Teacher in 2nd Grade

FLORENCE E. GARD T!\"ER
Training T eachet· in 3rd Grade

Easte rn · Illinois State Teachers College

'vVisconsin State . io rmal School

ANNA H. MoRsE
T1·ai.ning Teacher in 1st Grade

MARY HARDEK
Training Teacher in H istor).'

Illinois State Normal U niversity

M ichigan State Norma l College
B .S., Colum bia U niversity
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MARY }. BooTH
Librarian

AG NES

E.

SMALLEY

Assista11t Libra·r ian

A. B .. Beloit College
B. L .S., U niver sity of Illi nois

MYRTLE D uNLAP
Assistan t Librar-ic111

Cl{,\ Ci': E\·; ,\ I. T

Secr etary and Business Nl anager
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Br,AxCHE C. THOMAS
Reoistra.r

E DITH

WILLSON

Stenogra ph er

MART HA MoLYNEAux

CAROL BES'l'ELAN D

H ead o f Pemberton Hall

J\.'u rse

M ami U niversity

P age twenty-eigh t

WALTER

H.

NEHRLI NG

FER NE F. FLOYD

Super·i ntendent of Grounds

S t enographer

WILLIAM B. SCHNEIDER
E n glish

A.B., A .M., U niversity of Illinois

?age twenty-nin e
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True to its record, Time has never ceased its unweary and unvaried progress. The span of one year has passed since the 1926 \iVarbler revealed the
rcords of that year's graduating class. This one year has seen the development
and destruction of many things. Among the development has been the senior
class of 1927.
This class has not been the entire production of one year, but several-years
that have seen much recrui ting and much disbanding of the original freshman
group. So great h ave been the changes in the personnel that there are only
twelve members who have come the four years together.
The years have not only seen a changed class roll, but have brought friendships, trials, and work. The \vork has been hard, but now we feel a sense of something done and of power attained. All have attempted to keep the school's
record high. Now each one is planning to make the school delight in his success by doing his utmost to win fame for E. I. and distinction for himself.
Although each is anxious to assume his task in the g reat world, it is not
altogether with pleasure that he a waits the coming of June. June means degrees,
congratulations, and . . . goodbyes. Yet, goodbyes must come; so we will turn
our backs to the walls and towers of E . L, but there shall always be a yearnmg
to be the1·e once more.
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P<.f,e th i;-t_,·-t h ree

William ~rem
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lJh~.Jskal Sc:~nce
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P age
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JUNIORS
On the second ~Wednesday of the F all term, p roceeding according to precedent, the dignified body known as the Senior College Class first assembled for
a class meeting in room 17. A fter overcoming their bashfulness at being in the
presence of th eir seniors, the juniors cast a hasty look around. T h is look revealed that the ma jor part of the Junior Class was recruited f rom that renowned
and illust rious class of 1926 of E. I. S. T . C. Next in numbers came those
hardened by teaching and back now to get degrees. Then there were strangers
to the por tals of our college whom Northwestern and Montana had sent. A few
stragglers bearing no particula r pedigree made the class roll complete. Indeed,
considering the enrollment of former junior classes, the number there looked
hopeful. E ven the severest critic could not have complained of the intelligenn:
quotients represented when he scanned the faces of that group of energetic
juniors. A f ter this meeting others must have expected much from this class,
but they seemed doomed to disappointment until the class was at last officially
represented in " The Follies of 1927" by "The Constant Lover." T hen the school
must surely have realized that the class producing such results was to be respected. Again there was a period during which the juniors seemed to have quit
acting as a g roup, but it was broken by the "kid party" of the year which was
the result of the combined efforts of the junior and senior r ecreation committees. Perhaps some may still feel that the Junior Class has put on a false front
of intelligence which they cannot live up to. If so, we must point to the achievements of our individual members. T he mainstays of the basketball and football
teams were recruited f rom this small but illustrious bodv; the News draws its
talent from this august group ; the honor roll is weighted w ith the names of
juniors, committees a re directed and counselled by member s of the class of 1928.
If these pleas don't satisfy, we must refer the pla intiff to the reams of paper
handed in by these same Juniors to the exacting psychology and english teachers.
However, next year , when the newness of the dignity of being senior college
students will have worn off, the early promise of greatness vvill probably be fulfilled. Moreover, whatever may be our status from the public appearances of
the J unior Class, we can guarantee that its members can be trusted to carry the
good name of E. I. into li fe honorably.
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Bertha Albert

Erica Freeland

Gideon Boewe

Wayne Cooper

Dale Gilbert

Leslie Bower

Hazel Dawson

Louisa Grisham

Paul Brewer

Josie Day

Helen Irene Mayfield

Catherine Helen Brown

Emily McFadden

P age thit·t;y-nine

Marjorie Milburn
Helen Mae Moore
Lola Newb ury

H elen Redman
Dwight Reed

Eva Omstead
Lola R edden

] esse Smith
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Paul Spencer
Lowell Story
Henrietta Suess
Maurice Sullivan
Grace T hompson

Page f orty-one

OMORES
Last year as wearers of the green caps we first entered the rather dark and
sombre looking walls of E. I. with little conception of what this school that was
to become "ours" really was. Gradually, however, we came to know a few of
those strange faces all around us, and by the end of the year we no longer experienced the pangs of homesickness that almost overcame some of us during
the first few weeks, for then we realized that we had friends all around us, not
only in our own class but in the upper classes too. It was with regrets that the
"Freshies" of '26 separated and realized, that. even as they promised faithfully
to return again, that it would not be as Freshmen they would come back.
As dignified Sophomores in the fall of '26 we eagerly rushed back to again
enter into that " daily grind" as well as the joys and good times of our classmates.
Now our days as members of the Sophomore class of '27 will soon be over.
Our class, as Sophomore classes here have a habit of doing, will soon break up
and scatter out-some of its members to go out into the world, each to create
a niche there for himself, others to remain within the protecting walls of old
E. I. for two more years. These will, no doubt, see the dwindled Junior class
of '28 with regret, and eagerly look forward to Homecoming each year when
we shall again hear friendly voices and see familiar faces, recognizing in them
old members of the Sophomore class of '27.
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R AY1!0:-ID L ESTER BALES

S ulliva n

Tow er Hill

ELEANOR BATES

Owaneco
Illinois Woman's College ( 1) .

R u TH MARIE BEALS

T rilla

GLENN E . B EN NETT
Gays

Glee Club (1 , 2)
Orches tra (1, 2)
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MARIA N BERKLEY

Lou i SE BrR1'H JSEL

Charleston
Chorus ( 1, 2)

Cha rleston
Ohio State U nivers ity (1 )
Warbler Staff (3)

MA RY BISSO N

Cha rleston
Class V ice-P resident ( 1)
Class P resident (2)

I RM A Bor.A N

A u c E ]. B RENN AN

Gays

East S t. L ouis
H ockey T eam (1 )
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MABEL H EI.EN BREWER

VELLA BRJCK

Charleston

Neoga

0RI.A BuRNER

Robin so n
Y. W. C. A. (2)

DEUA CARPER

NANCY CESS NA

Casey
Y. W. C. A. (1, 2)

Danville
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H ULAH CH URCH

KATHLEEN HELE:\ C ESSNA

Casey

Mattoon

R UTH CLAPPER

Tuscola
U niv er sity of Illinois (1 )

Cou.E:>:HF.RGER
Sto nin g ton
Illino is College (1)
Vice-President Y. :\f. C. A.
(2)
DEUHcR ] .
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CoKN
C hampaign
Y. W. C. A. Cabinet (1. 2)
GtADYS

A. Cox
Char!cston
Class P lay ( 1)
Orchestra ( 1. 2)
Hockey Team ( 1)

AtTA ELIZABETH COL'\!.'!'

D o ROT HY

Oakland

FRANCES CRAIG

Charleston

Nonr.E C. CusrcK
Allenda le
~ews Staff (2)

Er.u:x CuTRIGHT
Gre e nup
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BYRO='I DAVIIJSON

GLADYS DICKERSON

Casey
Y. M. C. A. ( 1, 2)

Newton

ELIZA BETH D oDSON

Gra nite City

M. DoRT
Hi llsboro

ANITA
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A:\W GRACE Do u GHERTY

East St. L ouis

MII.DRED DU)IB AR

J uNE ENGUSH

R obinson
Chorus ( 1, 2)

Cen tralia
Glee Club (1)
Dramatic Club ( 1)
Y. W . C. A . Cabinet (2)

Y W. C. A. (2)

]OHN LtoYD ENNIS

Martinsville

PAUL ETNIRE

Doc rA MARIE GEJ'Fs FI.ICK

Charl eston

Charleston
Glee Club ( 1)
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JoHN

H .\ l.DO:-: V. F01: rz
Cha rleston
Y . M . C. A. Cabinet (1, 2)
\Varb lcr Staff (2)
N e11·s Staff (2)

P HILI.IP Fr.ovo
Sulliva n

SARAH Gor.m£ FoRT'>ER

Moweaqua

Page fifty

BERTHA G£ \\'E

VF.RA GJLBER'l'

Hil lsboro
G lee Club (2)

Oakla nd
Y . \V. C. A. (2)

SH ER~r AN

E.

A. Gows~IITH
Jewett
Y . M. C. A. Cabinet (1 , 2)
C lass T rea surer (2 )
Baseball ( 1, 2)
Track (1 )
NoRMA N

Gu.MORI'

Stonington
Basketba ll ( 1, 2)
F ootball (2)
Baseba ll (1, 2 )
Warb ler Staff (2)

FRIEDA]. GREEN

Casey

OTHO GRH: N

Fairfield
Footba ll (2)

HEI.E:-1 GREENE

D a nville, Indiana
Ce ntra l Nor ma l College ( 1)
G lee C lub (2)
G irl s' Sex t et te

Page
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Lois ELIZABE:TH GRIDER

EsTHER GRIFFITH

Windsor

Lawrenceville
Y. W . C. A. (1, 2)

MAURINE GRIFFITH

Bridgeport
Hockey Team ( 1)
Y. W. C. A. (1, 2)
Chorus (1, 2)

MARSDON GRUBB

Clay City
Warbler Staff (2)
Student Council (2)
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VEDA G u iNNEE

Tower Hill
Glee Club (2)
Girls' Sextette (2)

GoLDIE HARTMAN
Casey
Warbler Staff (2)
Y. W. C. A. (1, 2)

BoNNIE HARBAUGH
Sumner
Glee Club (2)

}ESSE

CEDRIC HENLEY
Martinsville
Student Board of Control (2)
W a rbl er Staff (2)
Cheer Leader ( 1, 2)

J. HEISCHMIDT
Altamont

LAWRENCE AL\"IN HILL
Charleston

Page fift 0•-tht-ee

MARGARET HoGLE

LrL LIA~ HoLLIS

Decatur
Y . W . C. A . Cabinet (1, 2)
Glee Club ( I )

Brocton

HAZE!, lRE:-<E HONN OI.Il

Oakland

B t.:R:"r s H. Hosn: TTI.ER
O lney

Page fifts-!o11r

DoROTHY Hovwus
~I atto o n

~vL.. BEI. HcrF

\VAY:<: c:

E.

lsLEY

I\ ewton

Neoga

Y. M. C. A. Cabinet (1, 2)
E ditor Warb ler (2)

L~:r;·A

FERN KELLEY

Danville
Glee Club (I)
~ e\YS Staff (2)

F. KL· m . E
D eca tur
University of Illinois (1)
Glee Club (2)
HrtnRIW

BE t:I. AH KL•RTZ

Oakland
Club ( 1)
t; lee Club (1, 2)
Col lege Sextette (I)

Dramati ~

Paye fifty.five

FORREST LAPE
St. Peter

RosE LAWLIS
Assumption

EDWIN LEAMON
Cha rleston
Class Sergeant-at-A rms ( 1, 2)
Football ( 1, 2)

MYRTLE IRe~e LEAMoN
Olney
Chorus ( 1, 2)
Y. W. C. A . (1, 2)

')

E ARl, LEE
Casey
Football ( 1, 2)
Captain (1)
Business M a nag er
Basketball (2)
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ELDA MABEL LmoT'I'£

GEORGIA LEGlER
Mt. Carmel

Gays

G lee Club (1)

C HRISTINE LIVELY

Oblong

HowARD LoviNG
Charlest o n

M ABEL L LOYD

Robinson
Cho r us (2)
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B ETTY MA N HART

MARY LY N CH

\Vest Union

Charleston
Orchestra ( 1. 2)
Dramatic Club (1)
Glee Club (2)

Vli"IA X

"MARS HALL

N ewton

FRANCJ:s MAxwnL

E:-nrA McDERMrTH

Tolono
President Y. W. C. A. (2)

Cowden

Page fifty-eight

EnrTH

M.c N u TT
Cha r leston

M c DowEI.L
O lney

D o ROTH Y

l'vf ABEI. ME.\ DO\VS

Pari s

FLORENCE

C.

1vfiLLER

Nokomis
Chorus (2)
Y . W . C. A. (2)

Homm MoATS
F lora

Paye fi ft:>·niu e

INEz A. MocK
Charleston
Warbler Staff (2)

Lois MooR£

Humboldt

FERRIS L uciLLE M oRGAN

Tuscola
Glee Club (1 , 2)
O r chestra (2)
College Trio (2)

BESSIE NATION

DEI.ILAH NAy

Charleston

Kansas
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ARMILDA ] . NE:LMS

MAURI NE NELMS

Hindsboro
Glee Club (2)

Hindsboro
H ockey Team (1)

MARGUERITE NEWLI N

Sullivan
Hockey Team ( I )
Glee Club (2)

EvELYN NIC HOLS

Cowden
Y. W. C. A. (1)
Glee Club (1, 2)
Warbler Staff (2)

MYRTLE BLANCHE NICHOLS

Greenup

Pa ge sixt)•-one

EuGENE NoRTON

PAUL OsRORN

Lerna

Charleston
Bask etball (2)

FtEETA PARK

Scotland
Chorus (2)

Page

lc;Ez PE NN IKGTON

MARGARE'f PIERS0:-.1

Oakland

Casey
H oc key Team Captain (1 )

si.~ty-two

HARRY

M.

Enn:L M. PRATHER
Charleston
Student Board of Control
( l , 2)
Warbler Staff (2)

PIXKS'rAFF

Lawrencevi ll e

VEI.MA

E.

RAIK S

Charleston
Hockey Team ( 1)
"Folli es" (2)

MARIAN RA~!BO

MARY Rt-:DDEK

Paris
Hockey Team ( l)

K a nsas

P age si.'<l)•·lhree

VELMA RENTFROW

ALICE ]EA NETTE REXROAT

Windsor

Mattoon

0. REYNOLDS
Springfield

PEARL

Student Board of Control (2)

MILDRED RICHMAN

KATHERINE RoMIZER

Charleston

Charleston
Dramatic Club (1)
Class Play ( 1)

Paye sixty.fow ·

ALICE FAYE RuE

DoRIS SMITH

Mattoon
News Staff (2)
Class Secretary (2)
Warbler Staff (2)

Lawrenceville
Y. W. C. A. (1, 2)
Chorus (1)

MJI.DRI<:D STEINFORT

Willow Hill
Glee Club

EuGENE

L.

STILLIOKS

Charleston
Basketball (1)
Business Manager Football

FLORE:-< CE STOCKDALE

Towe r Hill

(1)

Warbler Staff (2)

Pa yc si.rty-/i've

\ VILI.L•Ul

P.

STOKE

HELEK FERN STROt:D

Charl eston
Footba ll ( 1. 2)
Basketbai l (2 l
Class Vice-President (2)

D ietrich

EuHSE s ,,.EARIXGEx

Mattoon

E u tA TA YLOR

MARY V r RGIKIA TRo:vrAs

Cha rl eston

New Douglas
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·~vL\RGA H ET RvTH Ttro:\IrsoN

M. THO~!AS
Charleston
Dramatic Club ( 1)
News Staff (2)
Warbler Staff (2)

VIRG[ K [A

\ Ves t Sa lem
(2)

Or~ hc stra

RoBERT THRA I.I.

Charleston
G lee Club ( I. 2 )

! R~IAH

A. Tow x LEY
Mattoon
Glee Club (I. 2)
Girls' Sextette (1 , 2)

Mu. DRED TR£S SI. £ R

\ V indso r
Staff (2)

~ C\\·s
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BERTHA TRIMBLE

EvA VA N HoRN

Murdock
Glee Club (1 , 2)

Vandalia
Glee Club (1, 2)

SYBIL VICKREY

Mattoon
Glee Club (1, 2)
Girls' Sextette ( 1, 2)

KATHERI~E Vou~!ER

CHLO A WALTON

Mattoon

Kansas

A. WALTRIP
Westfield
Archery Team Captain (1 )

B URNIECE WARD

MARTHA

Matto on

MARGU ERITE WARD

Mattoon

DoRA E THEl. WAssoN

LENA IoA vVt:AvER

Charleston

Charleston

Page sir.ty-n in.e

VERGI E WESNER

BERTHA \VELCH

F lat Rock

Mattoon
Glee Club ( 1, 2)
Archery Team (1)

HALLIE WHITESEL
.;J

Charleston
Student Board of Control (2)

THELMA W H ITNEY

MELISSA JA NE WILHOIT

Casey

Kansas
D ramatic Club ( 1)
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PAUL DwiGHT \Vn , soN

FRA:\'K

M. \VooDALL
Lakewood
News Staff (2)
Student Board of Control
(1, 2)
Student Council (1, 2)

FRANK

H£L£N

1 9 21

\VooD

R. SrF:FFERMA N
Albion
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E.

Mason

Chrisman
Student Council (1 , 2)
News Staff (2)
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Baker. Leo
Charleston

Morgan, Mary
Alton

Bitner, Raymond
Ashmore

1\ay, Reba
Westfield

Brotherton. Ruth
Mattoo n

Pen ce, Crace
Charleston

Dennis. May
Charleston

Prater. Carroll
Cowden

l~ lam,

Redman. Harold
Kansas

Green. Clinton
Martinsville

Rout ledge, T homas
Ashmore

Ha rri son. K. A.
'vVest Salem

RO\dand, Henry
Ashmore

Hart, Alice
Su!Ji,·an

S mith. M ildred
Hillsboro

Hill. I r vin
Fillmore

Smith, \ iV ilb ur H.
Annapolis

J osserand, Berniece
B rocto n

Springer. :Mauri ce
Neoga

Ki nsel. Hen r y
Ne\Y ton

Stansbury, L. C.
Charleston

McDivitt, Wanda
Ashmore

Stephens, Ovie
Hutsonville

McElwee, Lawrence
Charleston

Van Cleve, Crace
Pa\\·n ee

McGrath, Margaret
Moweaqua

Voigt, Genelle
\ iV est Salem

McKeen, Dorothy
Mulb erry Grove

Voigt, Jessie
\ iV est Salem

McKinney, A lice
Charleston

'vVorsham, Robert E.
Champaign

Mock, Delmar
Mattoon

Wood. Leonard D.
Martinsville

Elva
Smithboro
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From far and wide we Freshmen of '26 assembled more than three hundred
strong on September 14, 1926. Oh, yes, we displayed the natural curiosity of
all E . I. youngsters, made mistakes, and asked green questions as all FJ=eshmen do. During the first month of school we decided matters of class organization, chose officers, and learned as much as any Senior. Vve placed ourselves
under the tender care of Miss Sutton and Mr. Schneider, the best of faculty
advisors. On October 26 we accidentally enj oyed a weiner roast with the Sophomores at \iVilson's Wood. O ur class next sponsored the all-school Hallowe'en
party and continued to enter he.artily into all school activities. \ i\1 e are now
anticipating the Freshmen-Sophomore party, when the learned Sophomores will
be our guests, but our greatest ambition is to prove to our friendly rivals that
they have had no right to feel superior .t o us Freshmen, who can do what we
intend to do Class Day. Remember Sophomores are only green grass partly
turned to hay, and we have hopes of reaching that sublime state sooner or later.
Allen, Jed
Anderson, Lelah
Arney, Vaughn Martin
Ashbaugh, Arthur Lawarence
Ashbrook, Freda Fern
Ashby, Lillie Elsie
Ashmore, Esther E llen
Austin, Linnie E lizabeth
Bailey, Roy Clarke
Baker, Evelyn E liza beth
Baker, Lenora Mildred
Banks, Opal A lice
Barber, Mildred Marie
Baril, A nnabelle Ruth
Barkhurst, Phoebe Winona
Barnes, Laura Addaline
Barrick, E loise
Bartlett, Dorothy Minnietta
Bates, Anna Lucille
Hates, Mildred O livia
Beasley, Katha leen E lizabeth
Beaty, Don Maddox
Bell, Ruth Maxwell

Bidle, Kathryn Irene
Bieber. Robert Dallas
Bingman, vVilbur Kenneth
Blade, Gordon Edward
Bonwell, Lucy Harriet
Bosely, Nellie EJecta
Boyd, Fay Aline
Brewer. Ruth Clotilde
Bridg es, Gaylord Paul
B rooks, Orell Laru e
Brown, Herbert Donald
B rown, Iris Lillian
Brummuerstedt, Anna Marie
Buckler, Maude Mae
Burrell. Stella Vaye
Bussman, Clara Marie
Buxton, O live Margaret
Carpenter, Evely n Clarice
Casey, E thel Beatrice
Cha mb erlain, Bernice Creo la
Craver
Childress , Rhul e William

19

Chittenden. Paul Emil
Clapp, Gladys Alberta
Clark, Amy Gertrude
Clark, Anna Josep hin e
Clark, Christine Alberta
Clark, Osa Leonard
Claybaugh, E ila Brown
Clouse, Mary Kat he rin e
Coats, Charlotte May
Cofer, A lto n Burnham
Cole, Arlen M arguerite
Collins, B lanch e
Comstock. Mary Jane
Corrie, Isabelle Georgia
Covert, Joel Alexander
Cox, Ralph
Crane, Mary E li zabeth
Creamer, F r ed Lewis
Cronin, Ma ry Frances
Crouse, O live Belle
Croy, Clarice H est er
Cummins, Rose Arabella
Cummins, Victor Harold
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Cunningham, Harold Nei l
Curt .ss, Dorothy Ruth
Cutrig ht. Irma Ann is
D a ni els . O live Faye
Dapper!. Otis Otto
Darling , Thelma M eda
Daug herty, Maudia
D a ug hetee. Frieda E lnore
D a vis, Robert Bruce
Davis, R o bert Redman
Dawson. Bernadine
Day, P earl
Dayton, L er oy Chancil
Dehl. K ermit Ed ison
D e Laney, Helen Margaret
D enni s, The lma J ane
D everick, Grace Irene
D everick. Ralph Newton
DeWitt, Mary l o ne
Doak, Nelle Katherine
Doehr:ng. D oro thy ·winifred
Dolton, Bertha Mariah
D o nn er, J o hn James
Doty, Donald Clayton
Driscoll, Anne E lizabeth
Drumm, Ruth Evon
Dry, E dna Grace
Duduit, Mildred Louv ina
Duke, Ruth V irginia
Dunca n, H elen Ceil
Dunham, F e rn e Geneva

Dunjap. Dorothy E lizabeth
Dunn, Mary E li zabet h
Ebardt, N eoma
Eckenrode. Jo hn Ken neth
E rkm an, Ruby Margaret
Eubank, l•lorence Be ry l
Evans, Dana Frances
Eva ns. F lorence Lucille
Eva ns, U lmont Lordon
Eva rts. Beatrice Evelyn
E\\'ald. Marjorie Edith
Fe nog li o, Pete Bernard
Field, Lois
Fitzpatri ck. E dna D elilah
F leming, E lizabeth Teresa
F lick. Guy E dwa rd
Ford, Marjorie Ruth
Foreman. Cha rles David
Fo rtner, Ra lph Leone
Foster , John Edgar
Foulke, E dith Llewella
Fowler, Lela E dna
Gallup. B lan ch e Louise
Geer, Marie! Marjory
Gilbert, M a ry E lizabeth
G leck ler. E th el Beatty
Goble, An na
Goodma n. Gabriella Lou Etta
Goodma n. Paul
Gordon, Leah R ebecca
Go\\·e ns, Sarah Marie

Graham. L ois Olive
Grant. Johanna E lizabeth
G ray Berniec e Louise
Grea thouse, Raymond Kenneth
Gr oser. Marv
Gr oom s. Martha
Gull ett. F r a nces Halleen
Gumm , Marie L ucretia
Gunn, Marga ret Ruby
Gunn. El:zabet h Pearl
Haddock, George Frederick
Hall, Carl Marv in
Hampton . Granvi lle
Ha ney, James
Harvey. John Luther
Hash. Roscoe Ahart
H a tfi eld, Claudia M ae
Hawkins, ] ohn Lemuel
Hawk ins. Opha Gle ndora
Hayes. Kathl een Louise
H ays. Bernic e Irene
Ha ys , L ola :\1ary
Hays. Lydia Mildred
Head. Kathryn E liza
Heim. Lena Ima
Hennin ger. H a llie Brinton
Hess, Philip Howard
Hess. Bla nche E lizabeth
Hickma n, W end ell Oscar
Higgins, H aze l Marie
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Hiler. Ruby Marie
Hill, O lga Marie
Hillard. Mahlon J esse
Hillerv. Esther Marie
Hobbs, Retta Edith
Hobb s, Samuel Newton
Hoke, Esther Amanda
Ho lsapple, Paul Andrew
Houser. Genevieve Ernestine
Huff, Agnes Marie
Hunt, Cloyce Lynn
Ingram. Helen Florence
Jackson, Elizabeth Rose
Jackson , E lla Mac
Janes, Evelyn Ola
Jeffries, Gwendolyn Cleo
Jenkins, Sarah E li za
Juhnke, F lorence Le la
Kaufman . Mavme Mabel
Keller, Robcrt ine Sartor
Kelly. Helen Marie
Kincade. Mary Viola
King, Opal Pearl
Kitchen, Esther Zuli ma
Knight , Miriam Thelma
Knoop, Lola Mae
Koeberlcin. Delia Pauline
Kohlb ecker, Florence M.
Kuffel. Edith Belle
Lacy, ·charles Maurice

Larra nce, Iva i\tfa rguerite
Lawyer, Mildred Ann
Lee, Floyd Emmett
Licsman. Mary Naomi
Liggett, Lucilee Vi rginia
Light, Lloyd A lexande r
Li ll y, Laura Mildred
Little, Byron Grandee
Livingston, Ida Mae
Longw ish. Rose I da
Loos, Alice E m alin e
Lycan, Carl Theo
Lynch, Robert Thomas
Maddock, Rachel Margaret
Maddox, Harold E dmund
Marker, Gertrude Luc ile
i\farkwell, Ve ra May
Marrs, E lsie Tane
Martin , Fran~es Pauline
McAnd r ew, Alice Madonna
McCord, W illiam Morris
'~ ··f'ormick, Clyde Truman
McCormick, Herma n J esse
J\,f --f'·w . Edna Opal
McKinney. Ruby Senna
McNeely . Juan ita Boyd
Mercer. Christine
Messman, Ida \Vilih emina
Messman. Ly la Anna Louise
Middleton. Lawarence Har rv
Mil ler, J o hn Ferdinand
-

Miller. Ve ra Mae
Mi lnes, Edith A lice
Mitchell. Evelyn Sarah
Moeller, Edward Julius
Moore, Donovan
Moore, E llen
Moore, Hazel E lizabeth
Moorhead. Gladys I re ne
Margin, Estell May
Morgan, Etta Pa uline
.I\1Iorgan, Ben Olive
Mosely, Gertrude E li zabeth
Moss. Kenneth Edward
Moss. Vivian E li zabet h
Mu lle nix, Dorothy Mae
Munday, Emma Leah
Murray. Lowell Rex
Nea l, Gerald Carl
Newbould. Helen F ield
N ichols, Florence E lizabeth
N icho ls. Sarah May
Norton. Le na Virginia
I\' ugent. Dorothy
Olmstead. En id E llen
Ordner, Cecilia Marie
Park. Bcrneice Neoma
Park~son, Ra lph Austin
Perry, Chauney Leroy
Pattee, V irg inia E dith
Poffinhargcr. Ruth Mae

Pogue, Hilda Blanche
Popham, Josephine Marie
Poston, Mildred Emma
P ri ce, Edwa rd V.
Pritte, Perry Elsworth
Puzey, Erchel Hannah
Ramsey. Gladys Irene
Ratts, Roy Arthur
Rau, Elvira Anna
Rau, Mildred Louise
Redman. Darrell Brown
Reden, Vernon Paul
Redman, Joseph
Richardson, Mary Romayne
Riegle, Grace E thelyne
Ringo, Maude Marie
Rob erts, Retha Meyrl
Robinson, Thelma Muriel
Romine, Merna Claire
Rowland. Audrey Pansey
Sallee, Hollis Raymond
Sanders, Gordon Ez ra
Saunders. John G.
Sawyer, Bertha Lou ise
Schafer. H elen Letitia
Schernekau, Louvre Onita
Schriner, Donald Dain
Segar, Virginia Marion
Seiber, Russell
Seiler, Mary Aleta
Seitzinger, Jua nita Edith

Serwise, Margueritte Edith
Shafer, Dorothy Josephine
Shaffer, Catherine Jane
Sheehan, Helen May
Shields, Lois
Shipman, Sylvia Chloe
Sidwell. Esther E lma
Sims, Cecil Leota
Sims, Howard Nolan
Sims. Robert Kenneth
Smith, Morris Gerald
Smith. Russell Eugene
Snider, Laura Ethel
Snider, Ruth
Stamper. Anthony Lionel
Starkey, James Clark
Stewart, E dna Irene
Stiner, E li zabeth I sabella
Stockdale. Grace Mabel
SulLvan. Genevi eve Chloe
Sutton, Mary Eathel
Sutton. Martha Ethel
Swinford. D ea na Ilene
Swinford . L r ya l Clayton
Tan ner. Lucile E lizabet h
Tate. Ne llie Leona
Tavlor. Forrest E norah
Te~re ll , Le na Evelyn
Tho mpso n .T oyce Maie
Timm , Marjori e Jane

Tinch, Alice Rose
Tolson, Mildred Nylene
Toole, Mary Margaret
Townslay, Jane
Turner, Francis Dunlap
Tyler. Vivian Patricia
Voris, Donald Ralph
Vv'aggoner, Helina A lta be lle
Wakefield, Kelsey
Walcher, Julia LaVerne
Walden, Maurice Clel!a
Warner, Lois Evelyn
'vVasson , Lydia Frances
Wells. Me lvin Ranson
Welsh. Jua nita Blanc he
W ester fie ld, F loyd J.
W etze l. E li zabeth Ruth
Wh itacre, William Richa rd
White. Ruth O dessa
Willingham. Donald Wilson
Wilson. Earl Delbert
\'Vitt. Beulah Etta
W omach, Everett e Glen
\'Voods D orothv E llen
Wortman, Haz~l Agn es
Wrig ht, Ca thryne Anderson
Wrig ht. E dith Lucille
Wrog ht, Jam es I sadore
vVunders. L yd ia Brewster
Ziegl er. Olga Emma
Zimmerly, Ru t h Marie
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FOOTBALL

Fenoglio, Kin sel, Creamer, Redman, Dappert, :Moss, Covert, Light, Sanders.
Sallee, Lycan, Allen, Voris, Norton, Smith, Routledge.
Lee, Cooper, Sim s, Miller, Stone, Gi lmore, Edwards, Coach Lantz, Hunt.

FOOTBALL SCHEDULE

Indiana NormaL______________ _ 0-···-·---··-----··--E. I·-·- ------------·-··--···-

O............ _. _____ _Here

Millikin -·-·--------··----·------···-- 40-··-·-·--·----··-··-E. I·--·····-------------·---·-

O............ _____ ___ There

Evansville ·····--··-··------·-·----- 14.. ·-···---··-- ------E. I·-·-----·-------···-···----

7___ ____ _____ _____ __ _There

Shurtleff ---------·-----------·------ 20·---·----·----··----E . I·-···-·-·-·-···-··-····-··-

7_______ ____________ _Here

Rose Pol.r-------··---··-·-· -····-

O.................... E. I ·--·--····-------·--------- 14............. _______ There

St. Louis Freshmen __ ___ _____ 19.·----·------·------E. L-·-·-----·--·--·------···

9....................Here

Ca rbondale ----·-··-·---···---·-··· 23·--·-----·-·····----E. 1..------------·------------

O.................... There

Lincoln
Normal
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1926 FOOTBA:tlL SJEASON REVIEW
E . I. started the 1926 season with a 0 to 0 tie with th e Indiana Normal
School on Schahrer field. The Hoosiers were outplayed in every stage and
department of the game, but by some means managed to hold the score to a tie.
Millikin handed us the worst beating of the season on a muddy field at
Decatur. It was more or less an inferiority complex that accounted for the big
difference in the score. Stone, playing hi s first game at tackle , gave promise
of becoming that which later he did become-an excellent tackle.
Evansville took a 14-7 decision from the L antzmen, despite the fact that
our boys out-scored them in downs six to one. Creamer and F enoglio were
the outstanding players who carried the ball, while Lee and L eamon starred in
the line. The Blue and Grey gridmen had the ball within the enemy's ten-yard
line many times, but lacked the punch· to put it over.
Shurtl eff gained the long end of a 20-7 score over th e L antzmen by outtricking our boys. The guards, Hunt and Honn, and our line smasher , Sanders,
played a very good game for E . I.
E. I. W][N § JFIR§'JI' GAME
Rose P oly was defeated, 14-0, under the worst playing conditions of the
year. The sensation of the game was the wprk of Edwa rds and Smith. It
was in this game hard luck knocked at our door, and ou r field-general was
injured.
HOMECOM ][NG
The St. Louis F reshmen won the Homecom ing battle, 19-9. only after the
bitterest kind of a battle. E . I. led at the half, 9-0, with a touchdown and a
safety. Routledge was a very good example of how our griclmen played, but
superior weight finally told, and in the second half, the Freshmen pushed
over three touchdovvns. T here were no outstanding players, but the team as
a whole played good football.
'JI'HE SLUMP
T he team p layed the poorest kind of a game at Carbondale, where the Southern
Illinois N ormal U niver sity \Yarriors trounced us, 23-0. I t was a case of overconfidence. This was one of the best games of the year for Creamer.
Against L incoln the E. I. war rior s succeeded in scoring one touchdown out
of four or five chances. Gilbert in the backfield, and Stone in the line played
a very good game.
Normal was set up in the Turkey Day game in a 12-0 score, in whi ch the
whole team starred, with Leamon , Routledge, Cooper and Kinsel leading the li st.
'JI'HE TEAM
T he first practice was called and fo rty-five men reported for a try at E . I. 's
first eleven. The opening game with I ndiana Normal resulted in a scoreless tie,
wi th our team showing great promises for the season. However , in the following few games they seemed to slump and played below the standard set in the
first game. T hen came the St. Louis contest. O ur boys played a game that
needs no excuses, although we came out at the li ttle end of the score. Again
the slump hit us fo r the last time. In the closing game of the schedule the
team came back with a punch that was a good exhibition of the team at best..
A fi tting climax was b rought about in the Thanksgiving day game. Normal,
our old rivals, came down with a high rating eleven, expecting to land us on
the short end of a score, but to their surprise, they met a team whi ch outplayed
them in every eli vision of the game, and sent them back with the score intended
for us.
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HOW THEY LINE UP
ENDS

Routledge, our captain, was shifted from tackle to end after his first game,
and, taking into account his inexperience at this position, he played a creditable
and consistent game. He was aggressive and noted for blocking punts. His
performance in the St. Louis Freshman game at Homecoming was his outstanding work of the year.
Cooper had an excellent football head, being able to sense the direction of
the opponent's plays, and usually stopped them if they came his way. H e was
equally good at defense and offense. and had an ability to snag the passes.
Redman started the season at end, but finished in the position of guard.
T his was his first year in football and he did well. Next year he should be on
the first eleven.
Gilmore held the berth of end on the first eleven. ·w hen a pass was to be
thrown , "Gilly's" number was almost sure to be called. H e was the noted pass
catcher of the team.
Sallee started the season at end , and was later shifted to the backfield,
where he showed promise of developing into a real halfback, but keen competition sent him back to the line. where he finished the season, playing a good
defensive game.
Sims, a first year man, was a hard, sure tackler, who showed promise for
the future as a defensive encl. He deserves credit for winning his letter when
his position was already filled by a veteran.
TACKLES

Lee rounded out his fourth year of college football with a consistent, hardplayed game. He was especially valuable when his teammates were in possession of the ball. \Vhen a play was unravelled Lee was usually in the thick of
the fray.
Stone started the season in th e backfield. but was soon shifted to tackle,
where he made good from the start. He was noted for breaking through the
line and making a hole for the runner. Stone was the drop kicker of the team.
GUARDS

Edwards served the Blue and Gray for four years , and will be long remembered for "getting" his man behind the line. Although he was rather light for
a gua rd, his grit and determination more than made up for this, and made him
a good player.
Hunt, the giant of the team, possessed, because of his size, great powers
of resistance to r ival ball carriers. who rarely went through him for a gain. His
determination was to hold the line.
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Green was a short stalky built guard. He lacked previous experience, but
showed enough football to win his letter, which is a creditable showing, considering the number of candidates trying for his position.
.
Smith was small but aggressive, and won his spurs by the end of the season
by displaci ng the regulars. He \Viii be one of the big hopes for the coming year.
Honn had his first Aing at football with the Lantzmen this year. a;1d because
of his willingness to do or die overcame his lack of football knowledge. Much
of his playing was spectacular. consisting in blocking punts and tackling behind
the line of scrimmage.
C:IENTIER

Leamon carried on the E . I. tradition of tall men in the pivot pos1t10n in
the approved Lantz fashion. His accurate passing and long leaps for the
opposing quarterback made him a marked man for the enemy. Leamon was an
ideal roving center, making tackles the length of the line, besides blocking kicks
and knocking down passes.
QliTARTIERJBACJK

Fenoglio was the team's one field general, forward-passer, and drop-kicker.
He was unexcelled in all three branches, and when his absence was made necessary in the middle of the season by an accident, the E. I. attack failed to move
with success.
HALFJBACJKS

Kinsel took over the quarterback position after gJvmg his best efforts at
h alfback. which was his ideal position. In his first position he proved to be a
r eliable interference runner and short ground gainer on off-tackle plays.
Creamer, the longground gainer, was a speedy and tricky field runner.
However, it was his punting which, game after game, gained for the Lantzmen
the most ground. He >vas the strongest defensive halfback that the team
boasted, and this part o f his game kept down the opponent's score in several
of our defeats.
Gilbert was the most consistent man delivering downs in the entire backfield. His specialty was off-tackle runs, which usually ended in the enemy's
secondary defensive zone. For a small man, he was a terriffic line smasher.
Often he could be seen catching a pass for a nice gain.
Light was a capable understudy for either of the regular backs. Although
he seldom crashed through the line he could step off considerable yardage in an
open field.
Fl[JJLLJBACJK

Sanders filled the roll of line smasher in an admirabl e fashi on. H e played
an equally good game at defense and served as a punter for the team.

BASKETBALL

Cooper, Gilmore, Voris, Stone, Fenoglio, Dappcrt.
Foreman, Osborn, Coach Lantz, Towles, \ Vorsha m.

BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
E. I. ____ ______________ 33
Rose Poly -------------------- 28
E. L ------------------ 30
Sparks ------------- ------------- 20
Alumni ------------------------ 20
E. L ---------- -------- 31
E. L -------------- ---- 24
Carbondale ------------------ 25
E . L __________ _____ ___ 32
Bradley ------- ----------------- 28
E. L ------------------ 28
Millikiti ------------------------ 18
E . L -- ---------------- 21
Normal ----------- ------------- 31
E. I. __ _____ ____ _______ 32
Shurtleff ---------------------- 24
McKendree __ ___ ___ ________ 20
E. L -------------· ---- 28
Carbondale --- --------------- 24
E . L --- ---- ----------- 23
E. L ------------------ 23
Shurtleff ---------------------- 30
E. L ---------------- -- 24
McKendree ------------------ 32
E. L ___ ____ ___________ 28
Illinois College ------------ 25
E.
L _____ ______ ___ ____ 37
Rose Poly -------------------- 36
E. L ------------------ 36
Normal ------------------------ 24
E. L _______ ________ ___ 27
Sparks --------------------- ----- 20

here
there
here
here
there
there
there
here
here
there
there
there
here
there
here
here

HIGH SPOTS OF THE SEASON
Coach Lantz produced a very good team this year. One of the best since
we won the Little Nineteen championship. The team seemed to meet all of the
big occasions with a whirl of speed and good basketball. This was especially
shown in putting Bradley 19-5 in the first ten minutes and holding them to a
loss in the last half. On the whole we had a satisfactory season, placing sixth
in the Little Nineteen. During the entire season we won eleven games and lost
five.
Hradlev: vVe won over Bradlev \vith a score of 32-28. 'l'mvles and Foreman were the big scorers, practically winning the game "in the first few minutes.
Bradley came back in the last half determined to overcome the disadvantage in
score, hut five men from E. I. were more determined and h eld Braclly back, although at one time they tied us for a few moments. The first period of th e
game was expressed as the worst ten minutes any Bradley basketball team ever
experienced.
Again in Millikin game Towles and Foreman were the big scorers, making
28 to Millikin's 18. This was a great game for the guards, Cooper and Gilmore.
They \Yen~ responsible for the low score of our opponents and deserve much
credit. This game completed one of our ambitions. beating Bradley and :V1illikin
both in one season.
McKendree came out at the little end of a 38-20 score. T his game was ou r
highest scoring game of the season, with the whole team hitting from every point
on the 11oor. Twenty-nine of the points were made in the fir st half, the second
half being played at a slmver rate.
I~ose Poly vvas defeated with a score of 37-36 in one of the greatest comebacks evt>r staged by an E. I. basketball team. At the end of the first half the
score stood 7-29 in favor of }{ose Poly. Then E. T. played ball in their characteristic way, making thirty points. Towles was at his best in this game, making
seven baskets and four free throws. He set a record of scoring more points
in one game than any other player.
·
Carbondale: Among the season's losses were both games to Carbondale.
The first, played on the horne floor, was the most exciting game of the season.
First one team was ahead, then the other. The argument was finally settled after
two overtime periods by a score of 25-24 in their favor.
On the foreign floor we lost 23-24 in one overtime period. It was an equally
good game.
Normal: The worst defeat of the season came at Normal the night following the Millikin game. Our score was 21 and Normal's 31. Foreman was forced
out early in the game with a sprained ankle, and the opponents played above their
style and speed. The loss of this game lowered our hopes for the Little Nineteen
championship.
A lumni : In this game Voris went in in the last few minutes and made three
baskets, thus cinching the game. The star of the game was McCall, Alumni forward, who made four goals in the first half but was put out on fouls. The Alumni
claim they would have won if this had not happened. Earl Anderson, one of
E . I.'s great players in th e past, was held to one basket. Hall did w·ell on floor.
but missed most of hi s shots.
Much credit is due Robert Shoemaker, who assisted in preparing the athletic write-ups for this ·w arbler. The Sophomore class extends its- sincerest
thanks to him.
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AS SlElEN FROM THJE SIDJEL[NJES
CENTERS: Towles, our captain, was the best shot on the team, rounding
out the season vvith a total of 154 points from the floor and foul line. His specialty was a hook shot from under th e basket, but he was almost as good from
any point and angle on the floor. He was an ideal build for center and usually
got the tip-off. H e was a good individual floor man.
Voris, an understudy fo r Towles, made his letter in spite of his working
against a hard man. His height was his main asset , practically insuring him
the tip-off. He was a fairly accurate shot, and like Towles was good under the
basket.
F ORvVA RDS: Foreman was the best all around man on the team. He
combined all the qualities of an ideal basketball player in one player. H e was
second only to Towles in scoring, and by all odds the best floor man on the team.
He is most spectacular in individual play, his pivoting and dribbling being an
interesting part of every game.
\V01·sham was the smallest letterman on the team. His special point was
his unusual style of shooting, which was very effective. He always had a sense
of the position of the basket and hit it from every angle. He was a very hard
man to guard because of his size and speed.
Fenoglio played forward in the latter part of the season. He was lefthanded and very puzzling to the opposing guards. Pete \-vill be remembered as
a hard player and scrapper. He was a clever dribbler and passer, uniting the
two with ideal team work. He had a good "eye" for the basket, being able to
hit baskets on the run after a fast break.
Osborn was exceeded onlv bv Foreman in individual floo r work. He was
not a very accurate shot but often succeeded in " sinking one" when it was most
needed. He played the first part of the season as forward and the latter part as
guard. He was a very good defensive man , especially at breaking up dribbliP;;.
H is aggressiveness often broke through th e opponent's defense.
GUARDS: Cooper possessed an attribute which all good guards must
have, that of determining where a play was going and being there to break it
up. He was a bra in player. He was good a t long shots, and he won games
with a shot in a critical moment. He was rather short for a guard, but his lack
o f stature didn't seem to hinder his playing. He a lways played the same game,
never seeming to slump.
If there was in any sense a back gua rd in our style of game, Gilmore filled
the position, for he usually got the ball off the bank board. He is well built for
a guard. Although rangy, he gets off the floo r well and passes the ball quickly.
He is a very accurate shot. especially under the basket, but he seldom had a
chance to exercise his ability.
Coach L antz plays a style of ball in which both guards go clown the floor
as opportunity offers. Cooper and Gilmore played together very well. They
went down the floo r very fast. As a unit they were the best on the team.
Dappert was the speediest man on the team but didn't take ad vantage of it
as \Yell as some of the slower men. H e would have shown up better on a larger
Aoor.
l\lurraY didn't come out until the season was almost ewer. He played in
one game and did well. \Ve expect him to make a showing next year.
'stone played in several games. He had the qualities of a guard but was not
a crack shot. Lantz's id ea of fiv e scoring- men helped keen hi m off the team.
R edman was a big clean-cut guard with lots of fight. H e was a good manto-man player . but like Stone r ;as not a good shot.

19261'RACK SEASON

Worsham, Goldsmith, 0. Wil son , Moore,
Newlin, Replogle, P. Wil so n, P ifer.

Replogole, the high-scorer of the team, was kept out of his favorite racethe low hurdles- because of a leg injury which occurred early in the season;
hut in spite of this handicap he was the most consistent point-maker on the
team.
Newlin, our middle distance runner, was second only to Replogole in winning
honors for the team. Through his efforts the blue and grey surged ahead.
Baker, the only javelin thrower for the team, is to be commended for his
taking three firsts out of four meets . He was an important member of the
squad.
Wilson was the pole vaulter for the team. He was a consistent worker,
and never fell below second place.
Pence, an understudy of Newlin, showed great promise as a long-distance
runner. He won his letter in the mile run.
Routledge's strength was in the dash. He was an outstanding member of
the relav team and one of the best 220 men.
Despite poor physical condition Phipps traveled with the thin-clads and
placed several times in the high jump.
Kasting was combined in the roles of discus thrower and sprinter.
Although he entered school in the mid-spring term , he won his letter in the
last two meets.
The other men on the squad who made points in the dual meets were Pifer,
Krutsinger, Strader, Murlot, Worsham, Goldsmith, Kite, Shipman, Paul \Vilson
and Dunn.
The relay team, consisting of Kastning, Newlin, Replogole and Routledge,
was the outstanding feature of our track team.
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BASEBALL

Mcintosh, Reed, Harrison, Riney, Shoemaker,
Baumgartner, Cooper, Coach Lantz, Honn, Adams, Green, Smith, Gilmore.

THE 1926 BASEBALL SCHEDULE
7....................£.

!...........................

4 ...... .............. Here

Indiana NormaL .. __________ 14.................... £.

!...........................

3 .................... Here

Millikin -------------·--··----········

4 ....................£.

!..........................

2 .................... Here

Indiana NormaL.................

8 ....................£.

!...........................

S.................... There

Rose Poly............................ 10....................£. I...........................

4 .................... There

Rose Poly__________________________

Normal U............................

2 ....................£. 1... -------------·----------

Illinois College....................

4 ...... ..............£. I... ................... ..... 11 .................... Here

4 .................... Here

U............... . ...........

16............. ...... £. I.. .. ----·---------------·--

7 ... -----·--·---·---There

Millikin --------·----·-- ------· ·-----

8 ....... ............E. 1··---------------··---·····

6 .................... There

Illinois College..................

S....................E. I····--------··-----------··

(J. ................... There

Normal
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JL926 BASEBALL
The baseball squad started the season with only one experienced pitcher
and no catcher with previous training. But in spite of this, the season was
finished very satisfactorily. The outstanding players were Honn, on the mound;
Adams, although not in his favorite position in the catcher's box; and Green.
111 the outfield.
All of the players worked hard and played the game to win.
The hitting throughout the season was very good. There were several
averages above .300. The fielding, though not on a par with the batting, was
not far below the college standard.
During the season our boys met some excellent teams, among which were
Millikin. Indiana Normal, and Rose Poly. The schedule was one of the hardest
ever booked for E. I., and our team did very well. 'vVe ended the season with
an average of .500 in the Little Nineteen .
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STUDENT BOARD OF CONTROL

OFFICERS
President________________________________________________ _______________ ............. __ __ Ralph Edwards
Vice President ................................................ --·-···--·······-··--·.A!ice E. Kelly
Treasurer-S ecreta.ry ............................................................. Dorothy Benepe

The last year has seen the birth of a new major institution at E. I. This
organization is the Student Board of Control. The origin of the Board was
due to the fact that there had come into the minds of the students a desire for
less rule by the administration and more of student government. The Y. M. C. A.
took this matter to h eart, and the result was that in the spring of 1926, a constitution was drawn up by a committee and accepted by the school.
The constitution stipulates that this board shall be composed of sixteen
members, four from each of the college classes. The organization of the board
is very simple. There are only three officers : president, vice-president and
secretary-treasurer.
Even though the organization is simple, the purpose is very complex and
undefined . According to the constitution the Board has power to consider all
student conduct. However. the Board has not attempted to assume its power
to the fullest extent. This has been due to two reasons: firstlv, the members
of the Board have had no experience in this field; secondly, it ~as fe lt that the
student government idea must be taught gradually to the student body. Tn
consequence, the largest part of the work so far has been to keep order during
chapel. Along with this, records of a ll students' conduct are being kept. This
will be a gr eat assistance to Mr. Lord and Mr. Allen when they a re recommending the students for teaching positions. Not only will it be a help to them,
but it will assist materially in sending out graduates for whom E. I. need have
no shame.
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1926~1927

STUDENT COUNCIL

T he Student Council for 1926-1 927 started the year with the followmg
members and officers:
College Representatives.
President, S enior.................................................................. Margaret Coon
Secretary, Junior ................................................................. Bertha Albert
Vice President, Sophomore ............................................... Marsdon Grubb
Treasurer, Sophomore ......................................................... Paul W ilson

Freshmen ...........................................................................
H igh School Representatives :
S enior................ T homas Messick
Sophomore............ Russell Kellam

i ti::~~aJ~~~~~mstock

Junior........................ Carlos Cutler
Freshmen ............ Virginia Frazier

The Council recognized that it was a business organization, whose purpose
was to finance certain activities of the student body and, in one of the first
meetings, voted to pay the necessary expenses of the College Student Board of
Control and similar expenses of the H igh School Board of Control. With this
motion as a basis, the Council decided later in the year to buy sweaters for the
lettermen of the coll ege football team, letters for the high school footba ll players,
and sweaters for those high school players who graduate at the end of the year.
T he work of the Council centered in securing money for the sweaters and
minor expenses. Instead of the usual yearly carnival, the Council gave the
Follies. A number of various acts were grouped into one big program and
presented under the auspices of Miss Torinus and Mr. Schneider. The Council
has to thank these two directors: its President, Miss Coon ; and its senior high
school member, Mr. Messick; for the untiring efforts in making this program
the success it was .
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II

TEACHJERS' COLLEGE NEWS STAFF

Editor-in-C hie!------------- ________________________________ __ ______________________ Helen Woodall
Business M anager ____ _____ ____ ................................................... Pau! L. Spencer
Circulation Manager .....·--·----············-·····------···------ -·------····· Paul D. Wilson
A ssistant Circulation M anagcr.... --·- --·--····-------··--------··----·-- Haldon Foltz
Editorials----·····----.... ·-----____ ---···--- ______________ ... ---··-······----·-·····--_ Noble Cusick
Feature Stories and Editorials. _____________ __ __________________________ George Haddock
L-iterary Ed ito~'----------·-··- __ .................... ·---··· ... .... ···----------··--· A lice E ue
Assistant Literary Editor.................................................. Lassie Stansbury
S ociet)' Editor·-·-·-···------------- -····-·········-·-----··········-················Letta Kell ey
Sports Editor ....... ---········-····-····--·········------------------------------··· Donalcl Schrine r
News Editor .... ------- --· ········------------------- ------- -----------------------Alice K elly
Assistant News Editor ......·--------------------·······------ ----- -----·-···· Mildred Tressle r
Assistant News Editor....................................................... Virginia Thomas
Faculty Advisor................................................................... Ralph Haefn er

Y. W . C. A. IN 1926:::27

OFFICERS

Presidi:nt _______________________ ____ _______________ _________ ___________ ________ .F rances Maxwell
Vice-President ______ __________-----· ________ ___ ____ ___ ______----------____ _Esther Eliza beth D udley
S ecretarv-Treasurer____ __________ _____________ _________ _______ _____ ____Vera Gilbert
Financial Chairm an ____ ____________________________ ____ ___________ ___ _Mildred Dunbar
Program Chairman___ ___------------------___ _______ __-----------------:Margaret Hogle
Publicity Chairman ____ __________ _________ __ _____ ____ __________ ________ Grace Van Cleve
Sales Chairman________ __________ ___ _____ ____ ____ ______ _____ ____ __________ Chr istine Clark
S ocial Chairman ___________________________ _________ _____________ ________ N ell Kathryn Doak
Devo tional Chainn an _________ _____________ _____ _________ ____ _________ Gladys Conn
Undergraduate R epresentatitvc__ _____ ______________ ______ _____Gertrude Mosely
Pianist _______ __ _______________ _______________________ ____ ________________ ______ _Letta K elly
Assistant Pianist _______ --------------------------------------· --------· J:viariel Geer
T he Young \ Vomen's Christian Association began a successful yea r with
the Big Sister movement in P emberton Hall. N ew students found it both
interesting and valuable to receive information concerning the H all and school
before their arrival at E . L
D ur ing the school year three teas have been given, at Thanksgiving, Christmas and Easter. T h e program consisted of musical numbers and readings, in
keeping with the season. To these teas, the students, faculty and friends in
th e communi::v were invited.
T he o rga~ization has been financed by a registration fee and sales of candy,
sold by some of the Y . 'v\1. girl s in Pemberton Hall ; and frequently sandwich
and pop sales were held f rom 10 to 10 :30 P . M.
The Association has encouraged the young women of th e school to think
of some of the modern problems, and then put that thought into expression.
The organization has stri ven to build better cha racter , and to help ea ch girl fill
her place better in th e world.
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O JFJFIC ERS

Presidenf __ ___________ ___ ___ _______ __________ _________________ ___ _________ __________Lowell Ston ·
Vice-President__ _____ ____ ____ __________ ____ ___________ _______ ___ ___ ______ ____ __ _Delmar Collenberger
Secretary------------------------------- ____________ ____ ____ ______________ __________Leslie BO\ver
Treasurer _________ ______ _______________ ______ ___ ______ _______ ________ ___ ____ ___ ____ John Harvey
COMMITTEES
Y . H ous c__________ _______ _____________________________ ________ ______ _________ _H oward L oving
Socia/___________ ___ ___ ______ ______________ ____ __________ ____ ______ _____________ __ .\ Vendell Hickman
A tide tics __ _____ __---------- ___ ______________ _______ ____ __·-------- ___ _____ __ ____Paul Wilson
Tu esday Night M eetings _____________ ______ ____________ ______ ______N orman Goldsmith
Life Disc1tssion Groups_____ _____ ____ _______ ___ _____ ____________ ____Haldon Foltz
Advertising___________________ _____ __ ___________ ___________ _____ __ ____________ Ernest Craven
C orres pondcnc e__ _____________________ _____________ __________ _________ _____A Iton Co fe r
Church Relations ______ ____________ _______________ ____________________ ___Robert Davis
Jl!! embersh ip ___--------------------___---------· ______ __ -------------------___ 'vVa V""' Cooper

Following plans of promoting clean living among the young men of the
school, the Y. M . C. A . has instituted several reforms : speakers of national
note have been brought to spea~ to the student body, regula ,- T uesday night
meetings have become an institution here, the "get together" parties on R egistration Monday of the Fall T erm have come to be eagerly a\va ited by old
students. the young men h ave a house for amusement just across Seventh Street
from th e east entrance, and chu rch attendance among the college students has
perceptibly increased since t he war.
In order to have skillful leaders the local association this year sent delegates to the state con ference of Christian Associations at Bloomington. H ere

general campus problems were discussed. Our delegates were Mr. Haefner,
Dwight Reed, president; Theodore \iVhitesel, secretary; Wayne Isley and Tilford Dudley. The ideas they brought back have been of invaluable service
this year.
Then came the big conference of Christian Associations of the Middle West
at Lake Geneva, \Visconsin. We sent Reed, Foltz, and Cox. now at the State
University. Reed and Foltz are still mentioning things they heard at Geneva
about athletics, Christianity, religion, campus relations between men and women,
and the other topics they heard discussed by leaders of Y. M. C. A.'s throughout the Middle ~West.
Sandwiched in between these two conferences was one of purely local character, a retreat of the cabinet into the woods with Hugo Thompson, our state
secretary. Here was discussed the program for the year 1926-1927.
Then came September 13, and with it a renewal of old friendships and a
making of new, in the great "get together" party in the gymnasium. The two
Christian Associations combined efforts to make the new students and new
faculty enjoy themselves. 'Tis said that Mr. \Naffle was quite struck by the
warmth of his reception.
The next night came our first discussion meeting, Isley leading. And here
is as good a place as any to note our troubles. First: \iVhitesel, secretary; and
Freeland , treasurer; were not back in school; so two new officers were to be
elected. Then Islev became editor of the \iVarbler. and a discussion leader had
to be found to take his place. Last, Reed's doctor advised him to resign, and
Story, vice-president, took his place. Then we had no elective officer in the
position he was chosen for in April, 1926.
Soon there was another cabinet retreat in the gymnasium to decide what
to talk about Tuesday nights. Some sort of a conclusion was reached, the
cabinet had supper on the treasury, and the meeting was adjourned.
The Tuesday night discussions this year have covered a variety of topics,
all leading to the betterment nf c;:o.:np·Js :.:or:ditio11s. 'vVe have discussed:
"School Spirit at E. I.," "Athleti.::s," ''H·l'V LO S~:'end One's Time," and "Relations Between Men and \iVomen.' The last nam~d W?.s easily the most popular.
In the \Vinter Term boxing matches were staged at the meetings in order to
create more interest. At some tritetings ministers from the town have spoken.
Once each month the rr:eeting i,; ;1cld .iointly wit!J tJ.e Y·)\\ng Women's Christian Association. These Opc11 Fc,nr'Tls 'lre q:.rite i:1teresting, {u,·nishing opportunity for all students of the school to exchange ideas.
Our year's work is not yet complete, nor are our plans so extensive they
cannot be fulfilled. It is the purpose of the Association to bring a nationallyknown speaker to the school before long. So far our efforts have been balked,
but we haven't quit trying.
Another element of the year's work which may yet come about is the institution of an annual Y. M. C. A. dance. It probably will be in the spring term.
A Literary Club is also proposed for the school.
It is the further purpose of the Association to send delegates to any state
or national convention of Y. M. C. A. when it can.
One thing more remains: we are still going to have the Y . M. House on
Seventh Street, because we feel that it has been worth all the effort spent in
acqmnng it. vVe pass it on to next year's association and we hope they will
be more careful with their pop-corn than we have been.

GIRLS' GLEE CLUB

Director............................................................ Mr. Frederick Koch

FIRST SOl'RA.L'<OBrotherton, I\.ath
Cole111an, La V ~r:J.
Day, Jo,io:
Dock rio g, DcrvtLy
Duncan, H elen
E w ald, Marjorie
Gew e, Bertha
Gree n e, Helen
Grisha m, Louis e
Harbaug h, Bonnie
Koebe rl em, D elia
Lawli s, Ro se
M ilne s, E dith Alice
j\lfor·gan, Ferri s
Moss, V ivian
Swinford, D eana
Tow nl ey, Irmah
W elch, B ert ha
SECO N D SOPRANODu nl ap, Dorothy
Foulke, Edith

Gilb ert, Mary
Gunn, Ruby
Guinnee, Veda
H ~ :~t l', Velma
Ecl!i: , Lillian
Kuhl e, Hrldred
Nelm s, Arm iIda
N ichol s, Evelyn
Trimble, B et ty
V ickrey, Sybil
ALTOCoat s, Charlotte
Conic, I sabel
Dawson, H azel
E ddy, Lola
Kurt z, Beulah
Lacey, M ild re d
Ly n ch, M a ry
Mille r, Ve ra
N ew lin, Ma rguerite
Schaffe r, H elen
Van Horn, Areline
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MEN'S GLEE CLUB

OlFJFICEIRS

P residenf __________ __ ____ ____ ___ __________________ __ ____ _______ ___ _Glenn Bennett
Vic e-Pre sid en f _________ _______ _____ ____________ _____________ ___ Robert Thrall
S ecretar;.'-Treasurer ___ ___ __ _____ ___ ___ ____ _______ ___ ___ ___ Ma m·ice Sullivan

JPEIR§ONNE JL
D irector- M iss Ruth M ajor
Pianist-Alice Kell y
F IRST TENORBennet t, Glen E .
Butl er, Carl
Miller, John F .
Smith, J esse
Towl es, Clayton
·w ell s, :Melvin
FIRST BASSBrown, Herbert
Dehl , Kermit
En nis, John

SECOND TENORAllen, Jed
Amey, Vaugh i\!J.
Hall, Carl M.
Henley, Cedri c
SECOND BASSB ridges, Pau l
Hi ll ard, l'd ahlon
Thrall, Robert
Mitchell, Sam
P rice, Edwa rd
Smith, W illiam
Sullivan, Maurice
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MEMBERS OF THE COLLEGE ORCHESTRA

FIRST VIOLINE d ward Thomas
Robert D avis
Mrs. ]. W . Frazier
Ferri s Morgan
Mrs. Ralph Haefner
SBCOND VIOLINN cllic Bosley
Edi:h Milnes
J ark McClelland
Dorothy Cox
CORN E T\Vayne Thrall
Max Bisson
FLUTEPan! Brewer
Mrs. 0. L. Railsback
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BASS VIOLCarl Hall
CLARINET:Mr. 0. L. Railsback
Margaret Thompson
TROM BONE] essie Voigt
CELLOM r. E. L. Stover
SAXOPHONEMahlon ]. H illard
PIANOFrances Hale Weir
DIR ECTO RRu th Major

WARBLER STAFF

Editor-in-Chief----·····-········-········-··--·-···············-···················· Wayne Isley
Assistant Editor·-·········---·····--·--········-·································· Sherman Gilmore
Business M anagcr................................................................ Eugene Still ions
Assistant Business M anagcr ..... ·-····---··-··---·-·····--·-········-·-·· Marsdon Grubb
Advertising JvlaJLager ........................................................... Haldon Foltz
Literary Editor..................................................................... Alice Rue
Literary Editor ..................................................................... Goldie Hartman
Art Editor............................................................................ Dorothy Benepe
Activities Editor................................................................... Inez Mock
Joke Editor ........................................................................... Virginia Thomas
Calendar Editor................................................................... Ethel Prather
Athletics Editor.................................................................... Cedric Henley
Snapshot Editor.................................................................... Evelyn Nichols
Typist ..................................................................................... Louise B irthisel
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ACTIVITIES OF E. I.
The general aim of most students is to gain knowledge, but a secondary
and important one is to help carry on school activities. A great many students
are very capable for the leadership of organizations and are given a chance to
show what they can do. There are many students who do not take a leading
part in activities, but are interested more in the recreational side. Consequently,
the number who take part in social events is larger than the number that take
part in organizations.
College activities are mostly controlled and planned by the students, but
the faculty members sponsor a number of them. The two factors are of little
importance, however, without the co-operation of the entire student body.
Activities give the students a chance to exhibit their capabilities. They
give those students who are interested in good times outside of class, an opportunity for their desired fun . Some activities are social gatherings. At the
social events students know their classmates and teachers as different people,
The various activities (which include athletics) tend to develop school spirit,
and bind the students into a loyal unit. The organizations- controlled as they
are by the students--allow them to become free in self-expression.
The Student Board of Control is an organization whose function is that
of controlling school discipline. The members of the Board are college students who understand the kind of conduct that should be made the standard.
Th ey devote their time to that end. The Student Council plans many entertainments ·which furnish sweaters for those winni'llg them in athletics. The Y. VI/.
C. A. and the Y. M. C. A . carry on moral and religious work. A great many
students are interested and included in the latter organizations. Little would
be known of E . I.'s affairs if it were not for the school newspaper. The staff
for the Teachers' College News is composed of college and h igh school students
and a faculty member. All students are privileged and encouraged to contribute
articles for the paper. The musical organizations, such as the Girls' Glee Club,
Men's Gl ee Club, and others, are a source of outlet for musical talent.
E . I. has a great number of social events throughout the year. In th e
fall her students are made acquainted by a reception, sponsored by the Y. W .
C. A . and the Y. M. C. A . Distributed through the school year are a number
of parties which are given by the classes. Two big formal events which are
always eagerly looked forward to, are the boys' and grils' dances. The Y. W.
C. A. gives three or four interesting teas on Thanksgiving, Christmas and Easter.
In the spring the graduating classes give a play, which is always successful in
carrying out an old school custom. A formal reception is given for the Sophomores by the Freshmen, who in turn are entertained with a picnic by the Sophomores. A new feature that was begun last year is class day. The Freshmen
and Sophomores compete fo r honors by taking part in va rious contests, the
winner of which is given the privilege of decorating the assembly room.
On registrati on day of each term, students are given small, colored cards .
that are called "Recreation Ti ckets." These cards admit them to a number of
entertainments. which are brought to E. I. The entertainment course consists
of music, lectures, dramatics. and other performances. The same cards allow
students to see the various games of football , basketball and baseball.
M er ely th e work of four subjects each term cannot make up the education
that E. I. is prepared to give. Th ere are many opportunities offe red along social
and r ecreational lines. It is indeed seldom that a student is able to occupy his
entire time in the preparation of a lesson. Instead, he usually responds beneficially to the stimulus oi a Saturday night dance, a school pa rty, or a basketball
game.
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SPRING 1926
CLASS DAY
Chapel exercises on the morning of May 4, 1926, were given over to the
Freshmen and Sophomores, who turned them into a program of speeches, readings and musical numbers. Immediately after these, the eager crowds swarmed
to Schahrer Field to watch the athletic events, that were to prove which class
was "superior."
First was the boys' baseball game, which resulted in the Sophomore victory,
7-1, and gave them the first twenty points.
The Freshman girls, however, came to the rescue of their class and won
the wheelbarrow race and girls' baseball throw, putting their class five points
ahead of their upper classmen. This finished the program for the morning,
and everybody left the field of battle until afternoon.
Long before 1 :30, however, the excited groups were crowded around the
south end of Lake Ahmoweenah, impatiently awaiting the signal for the
tug-of-vvar, which would r esult in a cold " ducking" fo r the boys of one class
or th e other. Gradually the Sophomores began gaining ground, and the Freshmen, after ten minutes of struggle, were compelled to wade, swim and struggle
through that icy-cold swamp to the shouting victors' side. The Sophomores
by this fierce struggle gained twenty-five more points, making the score now
45-25 in their favor.
Soon after this the Freshmen girls again made a score- this time of eleven
points- for winning the sack race. Then at 2 :30 was the pennant rush, in
which the Sophomores attempted to defend a flag placed on the top of a tenfoot greased pole. The Freshmen, however, proved superior here, and sueceded in capturing the insignificant little piece of white, which gave them thirtyfive points and ended the score 71-45 in their favor.
The following Saturday morning, for celebration, the Freshmen were given
charge of the Chapel exercises. On the stage of the auditorium was a huge
ship built of green boughs and representing the Freshman "ship of state." Soon
th e green-capped "Freshies" entered the auditorium and, after the regular
exercises, sang their class song, following this with music and readings by members of the class.
JFJRESHMAN~SOPHO:MI:ORE PROM
On the evening of May 22, 1926, the Freshmen entertained the Sophomores
with a charming little Chinese operetta, "The Feast of the Little Lanterns,"
given in the auditorium.
Afterward a reception was held at Pemberton Hall fo r the ones who
attended the operetta. Speeches were given by Mr. Lord, Miss Mary Bisson,
president of the Freshman class ; and Mr. Palmer Cox, president of the Sophomores. Refreshments were served and then the guests went to the Chinese
garden, alias the gymnasium, for the dance. Sander's Orchestra was seated
behind a large folding fan, while twinkling lanterns, flowers and shrubbery
added to the beauty of the scene.
PICNIC
On June 4, 1926. the Sophomores and the Freshmen h eld a J0111t picnic at
Paradise Lake Park. The two classes were transported to the park in trucks.
The afternoon was spent in games and contests. Many people, including some
faculty members, enjoyed skating on the rink floor. At 5 :30 o'clock a bounteous
picnic luncheon was served, consisting of all picnic goodies. The evening was
enjoyably spent in dancing to music by the Gibler Orchestra of Mattoon.
This picnic was a climax to the student activities of 1926.
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CLASS PLAY

"A Full House," the Sophomore commencement play, given on the evening
of June 1, 1926, proved to be the most successful play of the year, judging
from the approval it received. This farce-comedy featured a very real crook,
"a yegg," and included also, of course, a happy love affair, while Susie from
Sioux City, the senseless maid, furnished many laughs.
A new and successful idea was inaugurated by the Sophomores of '26,
when they chose the cast from the entire school, thus giving them a wider range
of dramatic ability from which to choose.
Mr. Giles, our excellent dramatic coach last year, directed the play, and
was responsible for a large share of its success.

FALL AND WINTER

19~6d9~7

ENTERTAINMENT COlURSJE

September 30-Princess Pat Band.
November 9-Jaroslav Gons and Florence Lucas.
December 15-Clara Clemens and Company in "Joan of Arc."
January 13-Russian Cossack Choir.
January 28- Moving pictures, "The Pony Express," and "Uncle Tom's
Uncle."
February 11- Moving Picture, "Brown of Harvard."
March
- Mr. Powell, Magician.
l\'farch 18- l\1oving Picture, "Monsieur Beaucaire."
March 25-Moving Picture, "The Alaskan."
March 29-Carveth Wells.
April 1- l\1oving Picture, " Merton of the Movies."
April 22-Moving Picture, "Comin' Through."
April 26 and 27- Mr. Lasey in two Shakespeare readings.
May 6--Moving Picture, "Little Annie Roonie."
May 20- Moving Picture, "Dorothy Vernon of Haddan Hall."
Y. M. ANDY. W. WELCOME PARTY

On Monday evening before school opened for the fall term, the Y. W. and
.Y M . entertained the school with a "get-together party."
The girls met in the parlors of the hall, and the boys met in the gymnasium.
A short program of musical numbers and recitations were given in each place.
The two groups joined in the "gym," where everyone tried to become
acquainted with everyone else. Refreshments were served. T he evening came
to a climax with a dance, which also helped make many new acquaintances.
HALLOWE'EN PARTY

On the evening of October 30, 1926, many ghosts, goblins and other freaks
trooped into E. I.'s gym, for an all-school Hallowe'en party. After much revelling, everybody lined up while the prize-winning costumes were chosen by the
judges, certain members of the faculty. This was followed by a "radio program" without static. Typical Hallowe'en refreshments were served, and
dancing ended the fun.
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HOMECOMING

E. I.'s eleventh annual Homecoming, November 6, 1926, really began the
night before, for it vvas on the night of the fifth that a great crowd of eager and
enthusiastic students, alumni, and faculty gathered around an enormous pile
of firewood on the campus gardens to begin celebrating. Cedric Henley, our
yell leader, soon turned the \vilcl babbling into coherent yells that, if the-y had
been in the auditorium, would surely have "raised the roof. "
Amid excited cries of "Speech ! Speech!" each of th e members of the
faculty and football team who were there made their way toward th e huge
bonfire, and after establishing themselves on the precarious "platform," told
why th ey thought E. I. was going to win over St. Louis the next clay.
After the fire had burned clown somewhat, the excited crowds formed into
a "snake dance," almost one-half mile long, and gave some rousing yells uptown.
This was the beginning of the showing of that exce llent spirit which E. I.
possessed on Homecoming Day. The next morning we had still more evidence of it.
After the regular chapel exercises were special exercises, speeches and
music by the orchestra, boys' glee club, sextette and trio. Miss Margaret Coon
welcomed our alumni and Miss Sloan, an alumna of '23, told us of the memories
that an alumnus keeps of E. I.
Classes were dismissed for the clay, first to see the Oakland vs. T. C. foot~
ball game. Later everybody came out to Schahrer Field to see the fight between
the E. I. varsity and the St. Louis Freshmen.
Stunts between halves of the game and a "faculty parade" before the game
were sources of much entertainment and amusement. The imitation~faculty
parade~was led by "Mr. Lord," followed by other well-known characters. The
girls of Pemberton Hall gave a very effective stunt in red and white drill formation. Then, too, there was the victory of the "N otecl Dames," a football stunt
given by the Freshmen, in which the "Noted Dames" chased their trembling
opponents completely off the field. The Sophomores' covered wagon-filled
with "Alumni" who really tried to stay "covered"-was also very delightful.
At eight o'clock the eleventh annual Homecoming banquet was given in
the dining room of Pemberton Hall. Speeches were made by Mr. Lord, a
member of the faculty, an alumnus, and a few students. Afterward the gymnasium was crowded with faculty, alumni, and students, and St. Louis Freshmen,
for the dance, which ended our Homecoming Day.
THE PEM HALL HOMECOMING STUNT
How many of you remember seeing Chris Lively rushing madly through
the corridors during the two or three days just preceding Homecoming, and
how many of you heard her half-despairing voice over the telephone, asking if
you had the faintest idea where a drum could be found? She was trying franitcally to find drums-any kind of drums, great big bass drums, little tiny toy
drums~any kind of drums would do~a nd did do.
For when th e phalanx of
Fern Hall girls in their scarlet jackets (all cut by the same pattern, but making
up for that in the variety and in the number of spoons sewed on the different
wats) and wearing the white skirts (in the search of which Charleston and the
vicinity had been gone over, inch by inch, the deepest archives and recesses
being diligently searched), there were th e drums in the procession. There were
four drums, which combined with the kazoos, made a musical combination which
the Minneapolis Symphony would have envied. There was the BOOM-BOOM-
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PEM HALJL BAND

BOOM of the big bass drum, and the bim, bim-bim-bim of the tiny toy drum,
which was borrowed from a first grader for the occasion, and the clink, clinkclink-clink of the two drums, each of which was manufactured from two tin
dishpans.
You who looked on did not-could not-realize the agony of preparation
that we went through for that stunt. We who were in the stunt remember
how the ideas for the marching originated: eight girls, headed by Chris, with a
broomstick for a baton, marched up and down the corridors, and wonder of
the ages, Miss Molyneaux did not come up to tell us it was study hour. (She
was not here.)
We remember our first practice, which was in the gym at ten o'clock one
night. This practice was characterized mainly by pajamas, kimonas, much talking and suggesting, and even better ma rching than was expected. Many of us
remember our practice on Schahrer field as a time when we almost froze, fo r
the mild appearance of late autumn days is often deceiving. Then, who does
not remember our final instructions from Mr. Hughes and Miss McAfee, when
we were all convinced that we were perfect dumb-bells, and the stunt would
surely be a miserable failure?
Isn't it funny, or rather, it is too pathetic to be funny, that so many things
are found missing at the last minute? Of course, when the whistle blew fo r
us to start marching to the field, there was the normal quota of mishaps- two
girls failed to appear, one girl lost the heel of her slipper, and one of the drummers had a long di stance call.
\Ve leave you to decide whether our performance made up for the worry
of preparation. O f course, we're not big-headed, but we think it did.
By the way, we didn't stand in the field in our formation for ten minutes
to create an effect. \ Ve thought the photographers never would get our pictu res
taken.
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THANKSGIVING TEA
On the afternoon of November 21, 1926, the Y. \ V. C. A. gave its annual
Thanksgiving Tea for the students and faculty in the parlors of Pemberton
Hall. After a musical program and several readings, tea was served; and corn
was popped over the glowing wood fire , while two or three of the guests entertained the others with stories.
THANKSGIVING PARTY
A very entertaining party was given by the Sophomores on the night of
November 27, 1926. Dances, from the clog and minuet to the Charleston, were
the feature of th e evening. The repertoire included the Irish Jig, the clog, minuet, Virginia reel, waltz, Charleston, low-down, and Charleston-Frisco. Afterward refreshments were served. The remainder of the evening was spent in
dancing.
BOYS' CHRISTMAS DANCE
On the night of December 18, 1926, the young men of the college entertained their "ladies fair" with a formal Christmas Dance.
T he old "gym" was turned into a winter scene, with fireplaces to warm the
chilly atmosphere. The largest fireplace crackled and sang with glee-thanks
to the Royal Harmonists of New York. Two smaller fireplaces threw their
light through sparkling punch bowls.
Santa Claus, as fat and cheery as ever, presented the girls with paper
blowouts. During another dance, whistles were given to the boys. Later, the
fee ling of Christmas was increased by a shower of snowballs. Finally, the
dancers wound themselves up, in the gay serpentine.
It was agreed by all that the dance was another brilliant success.
The chaperones were Mr. and Mrs. Moore, Mr. and Mrs. Lantz, and Mr.
and Mrs. Railsback.
CHRISTMAS TEA
The members of the Young Women's Christian Association deserve much
credit for the delightful Christmas Tea, given to the fac ulty and student body,
on Sunday, December 19.
A m~sical program began at three o'clock, which was followed w ith the
reading of a story, "Old Lemuel's Journey," by Mr. Lord.
Just as Mr. Lord finished reading, some carols were sung. Then tea was
served to about seventy-five people.
The parlors of the Hall were so decorated with pine a nd holly as to create
a Christmas atmosphere. In one corner was a large Christmas tree, decorated
with colored lights and tinsel. T he mantel was covered with cedar sprays, and
Christmas wreaths smiled from the windows.
PlEM HALL DANCE
On Saturday evening, January 22, from eight until twelve o'clock, the
Pem Hall girls and their guests enjoyed a second annual dance.
The hall and reception rooms had been cleared for dancing. Lynn Sanders'
Orchestra made it impossible for anyone to fail in having a good time. A blazing fire on the parlor hearth made a very cozy room in which to sit, between
dances.
T he Hall dance is a new idea , but it is believed that it will become an annual
social event.
T he chaperones were Miss Molyneaux, Miss Russell and Mr. and Mrs.
Hughes.
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TH.IE JFOLLI.IES OJF 1927
O n Monday evening, Janua ry 24, the first Follies were given by the members of the high school and college, under the auspices of the Student Council.
The program was made up of ten clever vaudeville acts, which were received
with much applause.
Perhaps the m ost successful features o f th e evening were the "Sailor's
Hornpipe," a contribution by the Men's Glee Club ; and a well-drilled act, "The
Barnyard F ollies," given by th e Sophomore class.
T he attraction wh ich brought the gr eatest applause was the "All Wet
Chorus." being an almost perfect burlesque o f the R ussian Cossack Chor us,
which had recently appeared on our stage. Many encores were demanded
and given.
One of the training school pupils gave the other surprise stunt o f the p rogram, by causing his feet , hands, eyes and shoulder s to do their r especti ve parts
of the Cha rleston, much to the delight of the audience.
"The Bachelor's D ream," that included a beautiful bit of dancing ; a pan to- _
m ime by the high school, " And the L amp \Vent O ut ;" the H obo Q uartet , wh ich
made a decided hit during intermissions ; a sketch entitled " T he J est of Hahalaba" by the Freshmen; " The Constant L over " by the college juniors; " R ailsback and his Radio" by the Senior college; and a few saxophone solos all helped
to make the evening successful.
For the most part these stunts were selected by the classes. T he coaching
was done by M iss Torinus, Miss Major, Mr. Schneider, and M r. Waffle, all of
whom proved themselves to be ex cellent and efficient coaches.
lKliD P ARTY
T he Seniors o f the college entertained the entire school at a very lively
" kid party" in the gymnasium, on the nigh t of F ebr ua ry 5, 1927. Bespectacled
M r . ·william Green mad e a very kind and indulgent school teacher , letting those
who wished, speak "pieces" and sing, on th is last day o f school.
The program was opened by the singing of "America," led by Miss L ois
Case as Sis Hopkins. Bertha Gewe, Dorothy Curtis, and Catherine Clouse
gave readings, and Dorothy Doehring sang a solo, as their part of the " exer cises.''
Later the teacher " treated" the kids to animal crackers and ice cream Jollypops, and f urther proved his benevolence by letting the children fini sh th e evening in dancing.
HOBO P ARTY
On the night of February 7, 1927, a noisy, ragged crowd bu rst into E . I. 's
gymnasium , which crowd proved to be no other than those "digni fied" Sophomores. Patches and dirty faces were much in evidence, vvhile " alcohol" was
also seen. S ince these hoboes' merriment must be expressed , they engaged in
strenuous games, and while recuperating were entertained with singing, dancing
and jokes by the " hobo-band" f rom coxy's army, which was choosing a cook
and doing several other th ings besides.
After this program, a very tall hobo entered, carrying a great sack and
being followed by " little Woodie," who snatched a red roll from the bag and
carried it to Mr. and Mrs. H ughes. T h is bundle, when unwrapped , proved to
be a pewter pitcher , t he Sophomore gift to th eir newly-married adviser and
his wife.
Then ""W oodie" returned and pulled apples out of the sack , which he th rew
to the crowd, while eskimo pies were served as dessert.
After a very " U ncrowded" dance, the hoboes t rooped out again. Probably
they w ill not see each other again soon.
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THJE GllRLS' DANCJE
Cinderella's fairy godmother must have endowed the girls with the genius
to convert an ugly gymnasium into a beautiful fairy land, for their formal dance
on Saturday evening, February 26. Almost one hundred couples were present
to take part in the festivities that were arranged by the modern Cinderellas.
Each couple, on arriving at the door, was presented with favors, a pair of
billfolds, each of black florentine leather, with the college seal in the lower
right corner. A blue and gray silken cord encircled the favors at the fold, in
such a manner as to make the insertion of the programs a most simple matter.
The favors were much alike, but the girls' contained mirrors. The festivities,
formally opened by a grand march , were shortly under way. The tuneful foxtrots and waltzes were stimuli enough to arouse the enthusiasm of all. Within
the brief space of a dance or two th e whole company was imbued with the
effervescent gaiety of the occasion. Everyone could sense the success of the
dance in the very atmosphere.
A jolly scene, cleverly and uniquely ordered, was th e impression given one
as he watched the buoyant couples moving in and out, dancing the long and yet
too short dances. Under the dim glow of the strategically placed pendant rose
buds, the dancers moved. Even the orchestra- as it surely would be in fairy
land-was seated inside a large rose, which bloomed in th e southwest corner of
the ba ll.
But the dances, however delightful they mgiht be, could not hold all the
couples on th e lioor throughout the evening for the grottoes which occupied
three corners of the floor were too cozy-looking, too enticing to permit that.
The entrance to each grotto was lighted by a pendant red rose bud, which added
to the attractive appearance presented by the flovver decked lattice front, which
served to provide those sitting out with a comfortable se:1se of security. There
one could escape from the group of dancers.
The Lynn Sanders' Orchestra seemed to be bent upon making their part
of the dance measure up to the standard set by the girls in other respects. They
were undoubtedly successful. too, for many a remark was passed to the effect
that they were better than ever, that they were giving the kind of music one
would wish to have.
The chaperones of the evening were Mr. and Mrs. Lantz, Mr. and Mrs.
Moore, and Mr. and Mrs. Schneider.
SATURDAY NIGHT JDANCJE§

During the past few years, the school has had Saturday night dances almost
every week. This year a new and successful idea was used. Instead of three
or four dances a month there was only one each month.
The music was much better than before. The larger attendance, partly
due to the better music, furnished most of the time by the Lynn Sander's Orchestra, helped to make the dan:.:es successful. The help of the faculty, co-operation
of the students, and work of the entertainment committee, must have credit
for the part they played in relieving the monotony of school work.
The aim of the Saturday night dances is to furnish the recreation that
students like and keep them on the campus , rather than to permit them to go to
public dance halls, or othe1· such places. \Vhen there were several dances a
month, the students grew tired of the same thing over and over again, and they
didn't attend every dance. \iVith only one dance a month, those who "trip the
light fantastic" eagerly look forward to the dances.
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September
Monday, 13- 0 ld and new arrive, eager for w6rk and play, wondering if
we'll all survive. Registration Day.
Tuesday, 14-Classes begin with vim.
Wednesday, 15- Where are the old black hymnals and hymn 135 ?
Thursday, 16 - vVarbler Editor elected in call ed meeting of the Sophomores.
Saturday, 18- A get acquainted party in the gym.
Monday, 20- News Staff labors over the second school paper.
Tuesday, 21 - Hurrah! 7 :30's and 8 :10's don't meet.
vVednesday, 22- First class meetings. Some officers elected.
Thursday, 23- Work started on Warbler.
Saturday, 25- Season's opener with Indiana Normal on Schahrer Field
ends 0 to 0.

E . I. Alan and a Normalite Discuss Game
Tuesday, 28- Prevailing question among Sophomores:

''How's teaching ?"

Thursday, 30- Dr. Evans speaks in chapel to interest us in the promotion
of health . W e all heard the Princess P at's Band- 'nuff said!

P age on e h" ndred fift em

EXTRACTS FROM INEZ MOCK'S DIARY
7:30

Talked to Wayne in the Assembly room till 8 :10.

9:00

Saved a seat for Wayne.

9:30

Wayne and I went to class.

10:20 Wayne and I sat by the radiator and talked.
12:10 Went to dinner with ·wayne.
1 :00

Talked with Wayne in the Assembly room till 1 :30.

2:20

Wayne and I met in the corridor.

3 :10 Wayne and I walked home.
7:00

\Vayne called.

9:30 Wayne and I just got nome from the show.
12 :00 Wayne left.

* * *
Mary Bisson in Sophomore class meeting: "On the Student Board of
Control there are to be two men and two girls. Let's vote for men first so we
won't confuse them."

* * *
Jim Starkey (watching Junk Cooper make a touchdown):
our best man next year."
Maurine Nelms: "Oh, Jim, this is so sudden."

*

"Junk will be

* *

Hank Roland: " I've just had a honeymoon salad."
Pratt Foreman: "Honeymoon salad?"
Hank: "Yes. Lettuce alone."

* * *
HAVE YOU BEEN CAUGHT?
I heard something that just takes the cake about you--your mouth.

* * *
I saw something I just couldn't get over, the other night- -the moon.
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Oclober
Friday, 1- Horrors upon horrors! A surprise math test for poor Freshmen.
Saturday, 2- Lantzmen return from Millikin with heavy vveight of mud
and 40 to 0 defeat.
T uesday, 5- Initiation of new members of the Y. W.
Wednesday, 6-Members of Student Board of Control elected.
Thursday, 7-For sale, a slightly used copy of the song "It Ain't Gonna
Rain No More, No More."
Friday, 8- No school. T eachers' meeting.
Saturday, 9- \iVhy couldn't the teachers' meeting have lasted two days?
\ Ve didn't get to go home.
Tuesday, 12-M r. Allen's 9:30 education class was entertained by the
blackbirds' concert.
Friday, 15- Mr. Haefner gives us a horseback ride in chapel, but not on
Pegasus.

Mr. Ha efner's Horse
Saturday, 16- Helen Greene sang in Chapel.
Monday, 18- Seniors frolic around a campfire.
Tuesday, 19- \iVarbler staff meet ing.

More rain.

P nge on e h·u ndrerl seventeen

Wednesday, 20-Margaret Pierson, in Sophomore class meeting: "If we're
going to have a wiener roast, it should be soon, while there is some moonlight."
Class pictures taken.
Thursday, 21- vVho says Sophs' are slow?
roast in the air.

Hints of prospective wiener

Friday, 22-M r. Stansbury wakens dormant E. I. spirit by a vivid football
account in chapel.

Saturday, 23-

Boys' Glee Club Sings in Chapel
Monday, 25-Freshmen show true school spirit by providing a plentiful
supply of wood for the Sophomore wiener roast !
Tuesday, 26-Sun rose and sat.
Saturday, 30-Ghosts, goblins and witches prowl around the gym at the
Hallowe'en party.

* *

*

TURN ABOUT'S FAIR PLAY
Lucile Thomas, to her student teacher: " Father said we couldn't answer the
question you asked us."
vVayne Isley, teacher of history: "That's nothing. Mr. Thomas has asked
me lots of questions I couldn't answer."

* * *
Paul Osborn, feeling very empty, went to Miss Weller's back door and
asked for a hand-out. Miss \;\Teller in formed him that she gave nothing to
hobos; so Paul went out in the yard and started eating grass. Shortly Miss
vVeller came to the scene and took pity on Paul by saying, "Our grass is longer
in the backyard, and you may have some of it if you wish."
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November
Tuesday, 2- Joe R edman almost approached the cr1s1s of matrimony - so he in fo rmed us.

D isadvantage of being a
professor 's daughter.

\ Vednesday, 3-

Period Before History
T hursday, 4- T ag day for H omecoming.
Friday, 5- E. I. spirit bursts into flame-bonfire and snake dance.

* * *

Hallie Whitesell: "Monday night is to be the day of our party. "

* * *

M r. Taylor:

Saturday, 6--

IMPOSSIBLE !
"Draw a circle two and one-half inches square- - -."

Meetings with old
familiar faces .

but

Page o ne hundred ui;1rteen

Tuesday, 9-Jaroslav Gons, cellist, concert.
\Vednesday, 10- Student council meeting.
Thursday, 11-Armistice Day!
holding first trial.

Student Board of Control celebrates by

F riday, 12-Henley and assistants boost school spirit.
Saturday, 13-No dance.
Tuesday, 16-Calm day.

Editor no notes.

\ Vednesday, 17-In class meeting, Sophomore president suggests that boys
wear suits and girls wear dresses for graduation if we don't order caps and
gowns.
Thursday, 18- Mr. Caldwell, the man who was not introduced, spoke
chapel. First snow of the year.

111

Friday, 19-Big crowd braves cold to see E. I. defeat Lincoln, 7 to 0.
Saturday, 20- Mr. Koch sings "On the Road to Mandalay."
S unday, 21- Y. vV. gives Thanksgiving tea in Pemberton Hall.
Tuesday, 23- Boys' Glee Club poses for pictures. Serious minded members of the Student Board of Control throw off their grim countenances while
photographer snaps their pictures.
\ Vednesday. 14- - Pep meeting.
Thursday, 25- Day off for eating-Thanksgiving.
Friday, 26- School again.

Saturday, 27-

Sophomores' turn to gtve
school party.

Doroth)' B enepe Clogs

P age o·u e h1tndTed ft(• enty
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Setting: Moonlight night.
Paul Osborn, on porch: " Come on out, Oss.
the moonshine in."

Open your mouth and let

* * *
M r.
Leo
Mr.
' Mother

Spooner, in Zoology 20: "How is the air changed around the body?"
Baker: "I don't know, but some woman does it."
Spooner, looking in the book to verify the answer, "The books !'ays,
Nature has provided a way for the air to be changed.' "

* * *
CAN YOU IMAGINE?
O live Buxton without the black neck band.
Catherine Shaffer without Joe.
Bob Thrall at peace with the faculty.
Eddie Leamon in Frank Wood's cloth es.
Lois Moore with straight hair.
Dick Edwards talking in chapel.
Sophomores not writing plans.
Mr. Lord doing the "Black Bottom."

* * *
Melissa: "Jim Starkey has just one fault.
Mabel: "What?"
Melissa: "Maurine Nelms."

* * *
ROOMMATES
"Say, Rut, can I borrow your pen ?"
"Sure thing."
"Got a sheet of writing paper I can use?"
"Reckon so."
"Going past the mail box when you go out?"
"Uh-huh."
"Wait a minute till I finish this letter, will you ?"
"All right."
"Want to lend me a stamp?"
"Yeh."
"Much obliged. Say , what's your girl's add ress?"
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'December
Wednesday, 1-Finals begin!!!!!

Thursday, 2Friday, 3-

Nights of the Finals
Monday, 6-Register again.
Tuesday, 7-East corridor , plocl)~<;l by OSoplfpmo~es watching bulletin board
for teaching notices.
·
·
'
' ·

·Have you been invited to
the boys' dance?

\iVednesday, 8-

Saturday, 11-Holders of honors announced m chapel.
Sunday, 12- Mr. Lord reads at Christmas Tea at P emberton H aiL

* * *

DO BE SE RIOU S !
Delmar Mock had just been nominated as a candidate for a committee.
Mary Bisson: "Class, do not regard this matter so lightly!" We all
laughed.

P ave one lwnd1·ed tw enty-th·r ee

W ho will get the ballot for
the most popular girl ?

Tuesday, 14-

vVednesday, 15- Clara Clemens, Mark Twain's daughter, presents her
father's "J oan of Arc."
T hursday, 16- Preliminary plans for P ractical A rts building nearly ready.
Joh anna Grant most populai· g~ r~.
Saturday, 18-Boys' Annu?l D2.nce.
Tuesday, 21-Faculty :ea-lt. tt.e:r te::.c!1er-sc.lves at home and take part m
fun at their Christmas dinnei·.
Wednesday, 22- Afte! Children's Program, crowd goes carolling.
Thursday, 23-School dismissed at noon.
Claus.

A ll leave for h ome and Santa

Friday, 24- January 3-Warbler and News Staffs have rest !

* * *
Fern Stroud, teaching arithmetic: "If a mother had three apples to divide
equally among five children, hovv would she do it?''
Pupil: "Make son~e apple sauce."

* * *
Frances Craig-She talks so much she must have been vaccinated with a
phonograph needle.
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cJanuary
Tuesday, 4-Back on the job!
Wednesday, 5-The expected has happened.
Mrs. Hughes (Nancy Case).

Mr. Hughes brought back a

Thursday, 6-Weeping in the halls-Mr. Lord didn't meet his education
class.
Friday, 7-What a shame!

Carbondale, 25--E. I., 24.

Thursday, 13-Russian Cossack Chorus.
Friday, 14-E. I., 28--Millikin, 18.

Whoopee!!!

Saturday, 15-Reports have it the mercury reached the 20 below mark.
Tuesday, 18- Plan for Girls' dance under way.
Wednesday, 19-0rder your rings and pins, Sophomores!
Thursday, 20-It's slick!
Saturday, 22-Pem Hall girls make a good time for their friends at a
dance.

* * *

Henry took flowers to Johanna. "How kind of you," she said, "to remember and bring me such lovely flowers. They are so pretty and fresh. I think
there is some dew on them yet."
"Yes," he said, in great embarrasment, "there is, but I'm going to pay it
off tomorrow."

* * *
EVEN THE SMALLEST
"Every creature is here for a purpose," announced the teacher. "Now
what do we learn from the mosquito?"
"VIe learn from the mosquito," replied young James, "how easy it is to
get stung."

* * *
THE DIFFERENCE
"Papa, what is the difference between vision and sight?"
"Well, my son, you may flatter a girl by calling her a vision, but don't call
her_a sight."
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Monday, 24- "AII vVet Chorus" makes hit of evening-Follies!
Tuesday, 25-

THE BIG
S NOW

Wednesday, 26- Nothing doing.
Frictay. 28-"Pony Express" and "Uncle Tom's Cabin."
Saturday, 29- E. I. annexed another Little 19 victory, by beating McKendree, 38-20.

* * *

Alice Rue: "I always keep men at arm 's length."
Eloise: "Don 't you ever let them get farther away than th at ?"

* * *

" THE SLEEP SIX" HAVE ORGANIZED
Members:
Jean Norton, p resident.
Jim Starkey, secretary and treasurer.
Ma rsdon Grubb.
Jed Allen.
Stanley Cook.
Alton Cofer.
Dues: Thirteen yawns and a grunt.
Motto: Sleep on and on and on- anything.
Meeting Place: Any classroom.

* * *

IDEAS OF HEAVEN
Genelle Voigt-Biscuits every meal.
vVayne I sley-Warbler gone to press.
Veda Guinnee- Vegetable soup and potato salad.
N orman Goldsmith- Everyone pays class dues on time.
Lowell Story-A peaceful absence-girls.
Maurice Sullivan- The land of tennis courts.
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February
Tuesday, 1- T. C. High test skill against alumni.
\ Vednesclay, 2-Girls ask donation for new drop ceiling.
Thursda\', 3-No time for joy riding down Lover's Lane! The big thaw
of the year !Friday, 4- It rained.
Saturday, 5- Carl Butler was convinced that love at first sight was a reality.
E. I.'s children meet in gym .

.Monday, 7- Sophomore Hobos present Mr. and Mrs. Hughes a pewter
pitcher.
Tuesday, 8- Mr. Lord read poems written hy Eugene Field.
Wednesday, 9-At a called meeting, the Sophomores paid for the stolen
ring. Class play committee elected.
Thursday, 10- Mr. Mcintyre tells us how to start the day right with th e
Bible.
Friday, 11 ~"Brown of Harvard."
Saturday, 12- School dance. Outsiders have to pay fifty cents.
Monday, 14---Valentine day!
Tuesday, 15- Double fieacler ! Illinois College and Kansas fall.
vVeclnesclay. 16- Class meetings.
Thursday, 17- No one paid class dues.
Friday, 18- Stakes marking site of new building set out.
Tuesday, 22- Thank goodness vVashington had a birthday!
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vVednesday, 23-Back agam.
Thursday, 24-Last conference of term for Sophomores.
Lord's- Education class meets before finals.
Friday, 25-Six foolish girls stay up all night for dance.
Hangs High."

Last day Mr.
"The Goose

Saturday, 26-Mr. Stover reads sketches of a Japanese lady's first impression of certain American customs. Girls' Dance a success.

FROM E. I. DICTIONARY
A-ffection-Link between Brenan and Moler.
B-right-Sophomores.
C-rush- Common occurence.
D-amp-The Weather.
E-asy-Obsolete word at E. I.
F-east-Pem Hall spreads.
G-ymn- Most popular man m school.
H-ymn- Girls' favorite.
I-t-Sherman Gilmore.
J -oke- Ovie Stephens.
K-att_v-Chris Lively.
L-anguage-Heard only in class.
M-oney-Minus quantity.
N-othing-Remainder of Dad's check.
O-ver-Term-end exams.
P-ony-The way to Caesar (seize her).
Q-uiz-Mr. Thomas' favorite .
R-eports- Student Board of Control.
S-ympathy-Not found in the dictionary.
T-rade last-Exchange of lies.
U-mpire- Center of gravity for pop bottles and epithets.
V-ariety- A spice not found in our life.
W-eight-Dorothy Racket.
X-cuses- Line of hot air.
Y-ouths-More or less.
Z-oology-Hour for sleep.
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March
Tuesday,
·n chapel.

1~Anothe r

snow-Mar ch enters like a lion.

Wednesday, 2-Niore ti me killed in class meetings.
green caps. Everyone vvorking, term-end almost here !

Ni r. Thomas talks

Freshmen must wear

Th u rsday, 3- Exams! !!

HOW I H ATE
BOOKS

Friday, 4- More examinations.
Saturday, 5-Sti\1 more examinations.
Tuesday, 8- Registration day.
Whachateach?

We rest.

$8.75 agam.

\ Vhat did you flunk?

vVednesday, 9- F irst observation day.
Thursday, 10; Friday, 11 ; Saturday, 12- H . S. Tournament.
Tuesday, 15- Warbler goes to press.

* * *

J UST RETURNED F ROM TEXAS
"Miss Harden , speaking to student teachers at the end of the term: " I've
enj oyed (Bertha vVelch faints) my tri p very much."

P a,qe one hnnd1·ed twenty-nine

GETTING WILLIE OFF TO SCH OOL
(As it probably will be in 1957 )
"Willie. you ready for school ?"
" Yes'm, almost."
"Got your arithmetic ?"
"Yes'm, my adding machine's in the car now.''
"How about _your penmanship?"
"Au, my portable typewriter is there, too."
" I bet you didn't get your spelling."
"Yes'm, you start up the dicta phone and listen."
"And your history?"
"Au, gee, yes, rna- only that teacher only ga ve us t\\'O reels of Washington
crossing the Delaware Br idge."
" :--.T ever mind, \1\Tillie, ride along and don' t be late fo r you r geography class."
"Au, shucks, rna-that old geogra phy class a irplane never sta rts on time-

-LIFE.

Gimme light."
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F reshman's Brain

Pane o11e htmdH•d t hi·r ty

Haldan Foltz: " Bet Miss Booth just went dow·n th e hall."
Goldie: "\Vhat makes you think so?"
H. F.: "Didn't you see the lights go on?"

How Snzitty F ell fm· M ildred

"\Viii the shot-put champion get sore if I beat his record?"
"\Nell, I wouldn't put it past him."

* * *
WHERE'S :MY HAT?
Dick Ed"~<vards in S . B. C. t rial : " The next person who makes a noise will
be sent home."
Hurray!" yelled the prisoner.

Th e C ush er- !J (l b Thrall

Pay e one hundr ed thirty-one

A STRANGE CIRCUMSTANCE
Lost:

A green, Sheaffer fountain pen with Velma Rains on the side.

* * *

COLLEGE BI<.ED
"College certainly has made Collenburger."
" Y ou can hardly recognize him now, eh ?"
,.,No, he hardly recognizes me now."

Contrasted

OUR PLEA
The theme of this book is "with malice toward none,"
If the joke is on you it is then just in fun.

So when o'er these pages you turn
A bit of your informal self you will learn,
For we caught you in some little word or some look
And made it immortal by a place in this book.
-THE NORTHER
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TIKI-A DELECTABLE TALE OF DETECTING
The great detective sat at his desk.
A gentle knock was heard at the office door.
The great detective quickly disguised himself in a red wig and pink domino.
" Come in," he said.
The door opened and a man tiptoed tov.:ard the desk with an air of great
secrecy.
When very near the detective's chair, the visitor whispered cautiously,
"Tiki is gone .. ,
·
The great detective clutched his robe more closely about him and muttered
hoarsely, "Sorry, old chap. I'll do my best.'"
The man turned and glided out.
The detective rang for his secretary.
"Miss Lake," he said when she stood before him, "This is a mystery.''
"Mr. Ceok," she replied, "I know it."
" I need facts," continued Mr. Cook. "Call in the staff!"
The staff entered.
"Facts," said their chief, "are the basis of all successful detecting. You
have \•.:atched our visitor? Good! We are ready for work. Do any of you
happen to know the gentleman? ~o? Very well. Please come forward as
l call your names, and receive your orders. Mr. Samuel P. Mitchell, artist.
Mr. Mitchell, I want an identification sketch of this man. Miss Emma Ball,
poet. Miss Ball, I would appreciate a poem, preferably a sonnet-yes, by all
means a sonnet-describing this person who visited us this morning. Miss
Beryl McMillan, electrician. Miss McMillan, you will please examine the
floors and diagnose any unusual electrical disturbance you may find there. Miss
Ruth Truman, reporter. Will you please give an account of this mysterious
visitation to your editor, Miss Clara Lee Jackson. I shall expect a front page
article in tomorrow's Chicago Daily Tribulations. That is all!"
The staff bowed and departed.
The great detective chewed his cheeks in meditative silence and waited for
results.
In precisely one hour results began to arrive_.:__a poem from Miss Ball,
supposedly a sonnet, a futuristic sketch by Mr. Mitchell, really a striking likeness of the visitor, and lastly a report from Miss McMillan, which disclosed
two important facts. Firstly: the large amount of electrical disturbance in the
rug indicated that the man was greatly excited. Secondly: the predominating
current lengths proved beyond a doubt that a man connected with a large hotel
or theater, had recently passed that way. Miss McMillan was unable to state
definitely the occupation, as it is a well-known fact that the current lengths are
the same for both. She would suggest that Mr. Cook investigate the hotels
and theaters of the city immediately.
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Acting on the in formation M r. Cook called m his social secretary, Mr.
Thomas Messick.
"Any engagements tonight?"
"Dinner at M r. Ivory Rennels' to meet l\llr. Jacob Ernst, the great t raveller,
who has just returned from investigating social conditions in the Fi ji Islands."
"Important?"
"Quite. Rennels is wealthy, a prominent lawyer."
' ' I can't go."
"A double will do."
"Send James F razier, and by the way Messick, I want a little dinner at
the Letz Roll em tonight. T heater afterward."
" I will arrange it. Any particular theater?''
"What's on?"
"Catherine Fulton and Gerald Waltrip in a V elma Phillips' production is
the best movie. Velma H eath is singing grand opera. Virginia Gwin's latest
t ragedy, starring F lorence Faris, has baffled all the cr itics. T here's a new
comedy at Power 's theater, wri tten by Mildred Hopkins with F rances McNutt
and Harold Middlesworth in the leading roles. Q uite clever, I hear."
"Let's try the comedy."
"Yes, sir." And Mr. Messick departed.
Mr. Cook leaned back in h is chair and slept the peaceful sleep of the con tented the remainder of the afternoon.
Promptly at seven o'clock our detective appeared in the lobby of the H otel
Letz Rollem to await the arrival of his guests. He had just settled h imself
comfortably with the evening paper, when M iss Bobbie Wyeth , manager of
the hotel, appeared and asked him into her office to meet the Misses Faye Cheesman, Virginia Modesitt, and Mary Rains, just returned from a trip around the
world in Miss Cheesman's private yacht. He did his duty very graciously and
returned to his paper. Again he was disturbed. This time by the approach
of his friends . Dinner was served immediately. No chef in Chicago can serve
a better meal than Carl Butler, but th is one was exceptional. Only the zest
added by some of Mr. Messick's private property was necessary to put the
entire company in a very jovial mood. And a very notable company it was, too:
:M r. Leovotto Ray, distinguished hair specialist; Mr. Gene Chesser, forme r
football star in the movies and at the time working with the N evera Runerhole
Silk Hosiery Company, Inc. ; Mr. Paul T innea, well-known pessimist ; Mr.
Donald Taylor, noted physicist, who had just blown up a few skyscrapers in
an explosive experiment; Mr. Norman Strader, M r. Cook's publicity manager;
Mr. Messick, and Mr. Cook.
Everyone turned to stare as they entered the theater. but our friends were
used to publicity and proceeded to enjoy the play immensely. The first sobering
influence was the sudden disappearance of Mr. Chesser. A notable loss you'll
admit. They searched high and low. He vvas not in the theater. H e could
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not be found on the street. They were almost ready to g1 ve him up as lost,
when a low wail of anguish rent the stili night air. The celebrities, forgetting
their dignity, rushed with one accord in the direction of the noise, and found
their erstwhile companion sitting on the steps of the stage entrance eating taffy
Kisses from a brown paper bag and weeping most bitterly.
The best explanation "he could give between sobs ''vas, "Tiki is gone."
Mr. Cook shouted for joy. "A clue!" he cried, and clasped Mr. Tinnea in
so sudden an embrace that the excited pessimist hurst forth in fiery Greek
against the evils of this world. ·w hereupon Mr. Cook recollected himself and
demanded of the astonished Mr. Chesser, " \1\lho- who is gone?"
But Mr. Chesser got choked on a piece of candy just then and could only
point to a door labelled J. G. Powers, Theatrical Manager.
The great detective walked up to the door and knocked.
·'Come in," answered a tearful voice.
Mr. Cook entered.
Mr. Powers wiped his eyes and said, "Good evening."
Mr. Cook's universal mind grasped the fact at once that thi s was the man
who had visited him that morning, hut he was very calm, and demanded, "\Nho
is gone and what is the matter vvith Mr. Chesser?"
"Tiki is gone," sobbed Mr. Powers. "Our clog- Mr. Chesser's and mine.
Sniff- He ,..,·as going to win the beauty prize at the clog show- and now Mr.
Chesser's lost him." At this point Mr. Powers broke clown and wept.
M r. Cook looked duly sympathetic.
"Maybe I can help," he said finally. "Why not let me be the dog? I'm
sure I could take the beauty prize."
"Could you disguise as a dog?" asked Mr. Powers eagerly.
Of course! I'll be h ere in the morning, ready to go."
Mr. Powers' gratitude was beyond words.
Mr. Cook returned to the street and sent his friends back t o the play. He
himself walked off down the street. Great detectives always walk off down
the street when they have important plans to ponder over.- He walked past
Doty the Diamond Dealers'. He paused before Childress' Book Store to read
the title of Julia Thomas' new novel displayed in the window. He g-azed at the
Leah l\iiddlesworth models just arrived from Paris and displayed in the windows
of Crabtree's ex clusive shop. At length his plans to disguise himself as a dog
were made and he went peacefully home to bed.
The next morning M r. Messick and Mr. Strader, leading a do~, knocked
at Mr. Powers' door. At the manager's invitation they entered. Mr. Powers
1vas overcome with joy. It was a trul)' beautiful dog, the very picture of the
lost Tiki, with soft, curly, gray hair, innocent blue eyes, and a dainty little pink
nose, in short a perfect specimen.
T he three set out for the dog show, the disguised detective following
amiably.
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·when they arrived, the judge, Miss Ruth Francis, uttered a little scream
and ran over to Tiki, clapping her hands at every step.
"0, you booful little tiny," she sighed as she pulled its ears. "Don't its eyes
look almost human?"
Mr. Messick thought they did.
"And you're going to leave this pretty doggie here on exhibition, aren't
you?"
Mr. Powers supposed so.
"vVe'll take such good care of him and you may have him the first of next
week. Is that quite all right, gentlemen?"
The gentlemen said it was and departed.
The next few days held only joy and happiness for our hero. They put
a beautiful blue ribbon around his neck and everyone admired him. Even Miss
Elsie Margaret Pierce, world-famous dog fancier from Palm Beach, said she
did wish she could raise a dog half as beautiful. Miss Cynthia Rennels, that
interesting diplomatist, who raises police dogs for pastime, quite agreed that
Tiki was more charming than her pets. And Mr. J. G. Powers and Mr. Gene
Chesser grew so rich from Tiki's beauty prize, that they left their positions and
lived happily forever after on the sunny shores of Miami.
That is really the end of the story, but it may be of interest to my readers
to know that Mr. Cook's friends forgot to return at the end of the week and
the helpless detective was taken into custody by Miss Esther Elizabeth Dudley,
chairman of the city's Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals. And
she in turn handed him to Mr. Arlen \Vood to be thrown in the Chicago dog
pound because he had neglected to buy himself a license plate.
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SENIOR CLASS WILL
We, the members of the class of 1927 of the Teachers College High School,
being of sound mind and memory, do make, ordain and declare this to be our
last will and testament, which shall revoke and annul all wills formerly made
by us.
Firstly: It is our will and desire that our kind and considerate executors,
Miss Zinn and Mr. Coleman, pay all just debts contracted by us.
Secondly: It is our will and desire that the rest and residue of our property, superfluous, unnecessary, and otherwise, be divided as designated among
those of our friends whom we leave behind.
I.

To the Juniors:
(a) Our reputation for good behavior.
(b) The privilege to raise and lower the curtains
all inopportune moments.

111

Room 29 at

2.

To the Sophomores :
(a) A copy of Miss Ellington's dictionary containing a new meaning of the word short.
(b) The duty of showing up the Class of 1928.

3.

To the Freshmen:
(a) Our wide knowledge of parliamentary procedure.
(b) A little of our surplus gray matter to tone down their brilliant
green.

4. To Mr. Modesitt:
judgment.

A radio in Room 23 to entertain visitors awaiting

5. Gene Chesser's fighting ability to Carrol Herman.
6. Leovotto's permanent to Natalia Lantz.
7. Johnny Power's hard look to Fred Foreman.
8. James Frazier's Chesire grin to Rex McMorris.
9. Jacob Ernst's well-thumbed copy of "How and \Vhen to Behave" to
Charles Reaser.
I 0. Stanley Cook's scholastic ability to Carl Butler.
11. An easy chair to Maurice Moler to make his four years (plus) in Room
29 more pleasant.
12. Ruth Francis' masculine attraction to Dorothy Henry.
13. Paul Tinnea's graceful form to Neal Goodman.
14. Velma Philips' sharp conscience to Marian Rennels.
15. Esther Elizabeth Dudley's stutter to James Craig.
16. Thomas Messick's "savior faire" to Glen Merrit.
17. Catherine Fulton's hair-cut to Genevieve Hall.
1R Leah Middlesworth's story-telling ability to John Gwin.
19. Emma Ball's giggle to Francis McTaggart.
20. Francis McNutt's ability to catch steadies to Marjorie Digby.
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21. Julia Thomas' ability to be calm and collected to Betty Shaffer.
22. Bobbie ·w yeth's privilege of emptying pencil sharpener to Vesta
Zimmerlv.
23. Myrtle Lake's ability to stay thin to Velda Tittle.
24. Margaret Doty's familiar acqu aintance with love to Glen Kaufman.
25. Donald Taylor's power to look awake while asleep to V\fayne Sanders.

(Signed) This Second Day of June, the
Year of Our Lord, 1927,

Tm:

SEKIOR CLASS oF

( Witnesses) :
The Corner S tone.
The Campus Bull Frogs.
Saturn's Wedding Ring.

COMMENCEMENT
I think of leaving high school and my friends;
A dull ache creeps up to m y h eart and stays,
I ponder on my happy high school days;
It seems that with them surely all joy ends,
For after h igh school our who!e spirit bends
To work; it seems all work and no more plays;
Jl?e learn n ew thoughts and travel o'er n ew ways,
On tvays w h ere joy with sorrow often blends.
But then I think what college holds for m e,
Some things that I have never known before;
New friends, new life, new joys I am to see;
All these waiting there with many more.
I love m y high school well, but presently
I'll find out all the things life has in store.
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C.

H.

S.

CLASS HISTORY
They say this Senior class has a history, and that it must be written down.
I somehow surmised they meant that I should write it. I determined that it
would be eminently proper to find out first what history means. After getting
no satisfaction from the dictionary, I asked a Junior. The words had no sooner
departed from my lips than he began- and I thought he'd ne ver stop beginning.
From his rumbling and incoherent words, however, I succeeded in getting these
facts: History consists chieHy in outside reading in "short books" on th e shelf,
and the text. The rest of it is assignments and topical outlines. I didn't see
how to apply outside reading here, but I have my assignment, and the outline
follows:
I

The Beginnings of the Rule of 1927.
1. Forming the Monarchy.
A. Besieging Fortress No. 6.
( 1.) \Ve vvin decisively the Battle of Registration Day.
(2.) \ Ve enter our stronghold in victorious array.
B. Institution of the Government.
(1.) 'Ne, the Class of 1927, in order to form a more perfect union,
establish justice, . . . * 1.
(2.) To supply the monarch for our monarchy, we elected Carl
Ryan to that exalted position.
2. Chief Events of the Reign of Cad I-1923-1924.
A. The year was free from all political disturbance.
B. Industrial-*2.
C. Social.
(1.) Vole invited Santa down from the far North to our Christmas
party. (He came.)
(2.) \ Ve got rained out or our spring picnic. and had to stay insic.c
and eat Eskimo Pies.

II The Reign of Robert I --1924-1 925. *3.
1. Events of Political Interest.
A. \ Ve elected two counsellors, Miss Sutton and Mr. Stover.
B. Pariiament met regularly *4 for customary business. I understand that all was very peaceful. *5.
2. Events of Social Interest.
A . \Ve had a weiner rosat one night in October. *6.
B. Vle had another Christmas party. but Santa was absent.

rn

The Reign of John, G. P .- 1925-1926. *7.
1. Our advisers, Mr. Railsback and Miss \Varner, maintained calm and
peaceful during the earlier months.
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2. \Ve entertained the Seniors with a party.
3. The Campaign against the Seniors.
A. \Vith spring, dark clouds of war began to gather.
B. Hostilities began in petty skirmishes. *8.
C. Class Day.
( 1.) Our girls won the day and saved our honor.
(2.) Our boys allowed the poor Seniors to win the tug of war as
a sort of consolation. Generous ] uniors!
( 3.) The smoking of the Peace Pipe ended hostilities.
4. \\' e got the Seniors to give us the Golden Key of Knowledge.

*9.

IV The Grand Finale- 1926-1927.
1. The Ruling Powers.

A. The King- Harold Middlesworth.
B. The Cabinet.

( 1.)
(2.)
( 3.)
C. The

The Lord Keeper of the Records- Clara Lee ] ackson.
The Lord High Treasurer-Leavette Ray.
T he Lord Keeper of the Rules of Order- Stanley Cook.
Advisers- Miss Zinn and Mr. Coleman.

2. Policies of the Kingdom.
A. Maintain the good name of the class.
B. Be independent.
C. If there's no action going on, start some.
3. \Ve look to the fut ure.
A. \Ve hear we're going to be entertained royally by the Juniors.
B. We're going to give a class play, "The Gypsy Trail."
C. \Ve have solemnly agreed to break the precedent and win class day.
D . Then farth est in the future is commencement clay. On that clay
the dynasty of 1927 will come to an end, but we'll not soon forget
the years of 1923-1927 and through all the years to come we'll he
proud of you, T. C. High.
'* 1.

*2 .
*3.
* 4.
* 5.
*6.
*7.

You'll find the rest in any good American History hook.
~fodesty causes me to not mention our indt~ stry toward studies.

-~s.

Known in private life as Bobbie \ Vycth.
This mean s class meetings.
1 m e ntion this fact as unusual to history.
There was cider, too.
G . P . m ean s Governing Powe rs.
1 cite as an example the Battle of the Bus on the way home from Chicago.

*9.

They needed it
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President___ __ ______________ __ __ _________________________ ___ ____ _____ ______ ____ _____ ___ __ \Vayne Sanders

Vice-President......................................................... .............. Natalia Lantz

S ecretary .......................................................................... ......Dorothy H enry
Treasurer............................................................................... F ran cis lVI cTaggart
Sergeant-at-Arms.. ............ ------------------------------··-······-·-········· Rex McMorris
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lVIadge Cooper
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CLASS ROLL
Adams, Clarice

McCallister, E rsie

A dkin s. Neal

McCo mas, Ja ck

Baird, H arla nd
Bake r, A us tin

1\tf cKec. Otto
1\IcMo rri s, R ex

Bak e r, Hildreth
Best. B yron
Biggs. W al ter

McMullen . \ Valte r
M cTagga rt. Fra n~is
.:-1en·it, Glen

Bisson, Max

Mo ler, Maurice

B row n, E dna Molly
Cooper, Madge

Mo tl ey. Inez
Murp hy, Ruby

Craig , James

Nelso n, Frances

Craven, J essie
Cutl er, Car los
D e,·inney, H elen

Pennington, Joh n
Phipps, Helen

Foote. H ele n
Goff, D oris

R easor, Charles
R ennels, Maria n

Goodma n. G\Yendoline
Goodman, Neal
Goodman, ~1a r ie

R iley, Ma r y
Rodgers, Geo rge

P ostlewait, Edna

Sanders, \Vayne
Schouten, Bruce
Sloan, Kenn eth

Grimes, Leona
Gwin, John
Hall, Genev ieve
H end er son, Lyle
H enry, Dorothy

Springer, J ames
Story, Charles
Taylor, H elen

Ing ra m . Fran cis

Taylor, Richa rd

Kaufman, Glen
Kel lam, Claud e
Lantz, Natalia

Waters, L illian
Wils on, Marguerite
\Voodso n, H elen
Zim merly, Vesta

L arri son, Bernice
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THE SOPHOMORE CLASS

OFFICERS

President _____________________________________ ----------------------------------- ___ F rancis Hale 'vVeir
Vice-President ______ ________ ___________________ _____________ ________ ____________Edward T homas
S ecretar)'-------------------------------------------------------------- -------------Francis Redman
Treasurer-------------_____ ____________________________ _____ _____ __________________Dorothy Giffin
Sergeant-at-Arms___ _______ ------------------------------__________ ----------- Earnest Craven
Student Council___ ____________________________ _____________________ ___________ Grace Tee!
Student Board of Control___ ________ __________ _____________ __________Eli zabeth Rutherford
Donald Bacon
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CLASS ROLL
Awty, I nez

N eal, \ Valter

Bacon, D o na ld

O'Hair, Claree

Ba inbridge, Gra ce

Phillips, M ildr ed

Barnes, Cla ra

R edman. F ra nces

B urn es, Ruby

R eed, Euge n e

Cavins, ·wallace

Rennels, Laura

Craven, E rn es t

R ussel, M ildred

Cutler, Paul

R uth erford. E lizabeth

Dav is, Frances

S ha fer, L eonard

D e \ Vitt, Es telle

Shaffer, E lizabeth

D illa rd, Harry

Swango, Rebecca

E d wards. Olive

Tee!, Grace

Fo reman, Fred

T homas, Edwar d

Freela nd, Dorothy

Th rall , Wayne

Gannaway, Marjori e

Tittle, Velda

Gar ner, Dale

Wate rs, A lberta

Giffin, Dorothy

Webster, Dorothy

Ha ndley, M ildr ed

'vVeir, F ra n ces H a le

K ellam , R ussel

Wi lson, Dorothy

Lippincott, R uth

W inkleb laek, Dorothy

Mi llage, Thelma

Zimmerly, \ Vay ne
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THJE FRJESHMAN CLASS

OJFJFICEJRS

President ___ ___ ___________ ___________________ ____ __ __________ __ __________ _______ _____ ___ Catherine Giffin
Vice-President ___ ----------------------------·-------------------------------------·Glen Titus

S ecretar)'····-------····-·········-··--··········-···--············--····--····-·········Ernestine King
Treasurer_· ------·-----·-·--·······---------·----·-·---------··-·----··----·-······---·· :Max Pinnell
Student Councif.._ ·----------·-- -------------·-----····-···-------·· _______ ----··-- V irginia Frazier
Student Board of ControL ___ ____ _________________ _______ __ ____ ____ ..... F lorence Walker
H arold Craig
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CLASS ROLL
A rmstrong, Evelyn
Birch. Lois
B irt hisel, Pa ul
Burnes, Charles
Burnes. Hazel
Clark, Ethel
Colema n, Ruby
Coleman. W illiam
Com bs, Fred
Conl ey, Margaret
Cook, Maxi n e
Cra ig, Ha rold
Davis, Kenneth
Dawson, Ida May
D igby, Marjorie
D udl ey, Dorothy A nne
Dun n, J o hn
Fe r brac h e, An na
Ford, Marjo ry
Foreman. Edward
Frazier, V irg inia
Garver, Nadi ne
Giffi n, Catherine
Gilbert , Russel
Gillespie, J uan ita
Goodman. Margaret
Gr imes, Hele n
Gwin, Ma rgaret
Haddock, O t tie Leon
Har woo d, Evelyn
H edges, Gera ld
Herman, Ca r rol
Hill, Emily
H opkin s, T ruma n
Hutton, Joseph
Ingram, Ca rlos
Irwin, F rances

J a m es. Gladys
J ames, Russel
Johns, Hel en
Jones, Faye Maxin e
Justice, Ralph
King, Ernestine
Level. \ 'Villiam
Marker, Harold
Markwell, R uth
McColli ster, Gwen doly n
Mdfu llen, J ohn
McTaggart, Laurence
M iller. Winifred
Moh len hoff. Harold
Mo ler, Ide n ta
Moody . J ean
Neal, Mar t h a
P h ipps, S usie
P in ne ll. Max
Pollard, L u ra
Post, Mabel
Rennels, Mary
Ro dger s, Ruth
Sanders, H aro ld
Schriner. Marion
Scott, M ild red
Shafer, PauLne
Stillions, Louise
Taylor, Dorothy
T itus, Glen
Vana tta, L u cille
Walker, F lor ence
White, John
W ilson, A lice
W ilson, W ilma
Wright, Mary Jane
Wyeth, John
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THE HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT JBOARD OF CONTROL

The Student Board of Control of the High School has been in operation
for four years. This year a duty of the Board has been to judge and punish
various misconducts of High School students. This is a new function of the
Board. As formerly, it has charge of the Alumni game, all-school parties, and
such things that are of importance to the High School as a whole.

MEMBERS OF THE BOARD

First half ·}ear-

Second half year-

Presiden t ______ _··-······ -·····---·--------·----] olm Powers
Cynthia Rennels

Samuel Mitchell
Cynthia Renneis

Secretary- Treasure ;-·______ _··------· _____ Madge Cooper
Charles Reaser
Donald Bacon

Madge Cooper
Carlos Butler
Elizabeth Rutherford

Vice-President__ ____ __ _________ ··----········Francis Hal e Weir
Harold Craig
Florence Walker

Donald Bacon
Russel Gilbert
Florence Walker

Advisors....---······-·········· -····--··-·-·····-Miss Ragan

Mr. l\1odesitt
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THJE HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS' GLJEJE CLUB

TheHigh School Girls' Glee Club was organized early in the fall term .
Miss Major was chosen fo r instructor, Velma H eath for president, and Ruth
Crabtree fo r sceretary-treasurer.
T he club made its first appearance at a joint Y . M . C. A. an d Y. W . C. A.
meeting. Later it assisted the training school children in giving their Christmas
carols. Early in the new year it sang at an S. T . S. Club meeting. T he club
1s a real success, and it should continue as a H igh School institution.
The members a re :
MEMBERS
Grace Bainb rid ge
Clara F lo ren ce Barnes
Ethel C lark
Ruth Crabt ree
Es telle D eWitt
M a rj o rie D ig by
Doroth y A n n D udl ey
Esther E li zabet h D u d lev
F lorence Faris
.
M a rjo r y Ford
Ru th Francis
V ir gini a F r az ier
Dorothy Freeland
Nadine Garver
Dorot h y Giffin

Margaret Gw in
Virginia Gw in
Mildred Hanley
Evelv n Harwood
Velrria Heat h
Francis I rw in
Gladys James
Bernice La rriso n
Rut h :Markwe ll
Gwendo lyn McAlliste r
Leah M iddleswort h
Virginia Modesitt
I de nta Mo ler
J ean Moody
Ruby M u rphy

Marth a Neal
Cla ri ce O'Hair
M ildred P hilli ps
V elma Phillips
Lura Pollard
Mau rine Swan go
Doroth y Taylo r
Lucille V ana tta
F lorenc e Walker
Doroth y ·w ebster
F ra ncis H ale Weir
A lice Wilso n
W il ma 'N ilso n
Doroth y Winkleblack
Mary Jane W rig ht
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CLASS DAY
At last the day, May 24, arrived. The high school was to be dismissed at
9:30 for Class Day. The Seniors assumed a diginfied air and the Juniors pre·
tended indifference. Yet, during chapel, a feeling of stifled excitement hovered
over the two upper classes. James Frazier and Herbert Iknayan glared at each
other, waiting their chance.
Chapel finally ended, and there was a general rush for the doors. The first
great event of the day was a baseball game, to count twenty points to the winner.
Preparations for subsequent events drew attention from the game, and the
players had only transitory spectators. At about a quarter of twelve the game
ended with the score five to nothing in favor of the Juniors.
Three girls from either class were placed at intervals around the track for
the relay race. Mayme Kaufman, Dorothy Shaffer and Francis Wasson ran
for the Seniors, while Julia Thomas, Florence Faris and Emma Ball were the
Junior's representatives. Lawrence Hill and Johnny Powers instructed the
damsels in the arts of running. The gun went off and the race started at the
southeast corner of the track. The Senior girl took the lead, and the chips were
passed to the next two girls. Still the Senior was ahead. The chips were passed
to the last two maidens, Mayme Kaufman and Emma Ball. They skipped and
flew, but the Juniors won. The score was now thirty-five to nothing in favor
of the Juniors. They were going good, but they had to take time out to eat.
At one o'clock the south campus was again crowded with high school students. Most of the Senior and Junior boys were dressed in their most ancient
clothes. The girls had donned their knickers. The afternoon program began
with the flag rush, a fifteen-minute tussle between the boys for a tiny green and
white Senior flag fastned to the top of a greased pole. The Seniors were to
guard the flag; the Juniors were to take it by fierce on-rush. Mr. Moore, Mr.
Lantz, Mr. Hughes, and Mr. Giles were the referees. When the gun went off,
the Juniors made a rush for the pole. Each Senior took his pick, and as there
were several Seniors left over, they had the advantage. Any Junior boy escaping
the clutches of his friend was soon pounced upon and nailed. Pau,l Tinnea sur··
prised the onlookers by showing the elements of a prize-fighter. Willingham
could not hold him down without assistance. Paul received the worst end; he
lost his shirt. To make a long story short, the Seniors won, making the score
thirty-five to thirty-five.
The next event was the girls' sack race. How graceful they did appear in
those gunny sacks! With the starting signal they began to jump, bump and roll
along toward the white finish line. Helen Eastoq won first place, and Mayme
Kaufman got second. Julia Thomas would have had first place, but she fell
down. The score was now forty-six to thirty-nine in favor of the Juniors.
The girls had yet one more feat to perform-the tug of war. A rope was
placed over a white line, with an equal amount of rope and an equal number
of girls on each side. The Seniors had such huskies as Mary West, Peg Austin,
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and Vivian Henderson dn their side, while the Juniors had Julia Thomas. Gene
Chesser made foot holes for the girls to brace their heels in, and the girls rubbed
resin on their hands to make them stick. The signal was given and everyone
started pulling. First the Juniors approached the line, but they rallied, and the
tables turned. They pulled and pulled those Seniors gradually to and finally
across that white line. The Juniors cinched the class day by this event, now
having eighty-one points.
The climax of the day came with the boys' tug of war across the lake .. The
aged Seniors were permitted the choice of sides, and they took the western shore.
Mr. Nehrling's sod was mercilessly scarred for foot holes, and resin was used
in profusion. The Senior girls yelled. The Junior girls yelled. The trees were
loaded with spectators. Every branch was filled; everyone was waiting for the
last act to start. The gun went off for the last time that clay. The crowd's pep
almost equalled that of the actors. On the west side, Mr. Moore shouted, " Pull!
Pull! Pul~"
On the east side, Mr. Adams shouted, " Pull! Pull! Pull!" And those boys.
did pull, pull, pull! Reel faces. gritted teeth, and strained muscles--and they
hung on. The picture resembled the one in the "Elephant's Child." First the
Juniors seemed to have the edge, but gr adually, the Seniors demonstrated their
superior strength by pulling Powers, the foremost Junior, into the water. Action
hung like this for a minute or so, and then all the Juniors followed Johnnny
across the "great, green, greasy Ahmoweenah Lake, all set about with willow
trees." The Juniors showed true fighting spirit to the last, for they had to be
dragged all the way. The final score? Oh, yes! · It was eighty-one to seventyfour. The Juniors had won.
It was time to put away belligerent feelings and join with each other in a
delightful picnic at Riverview park. The crowd finally arrived at the chosen
spot, and was variously occupied at rowing, swimming, hiking, climbing, and
almost everything. By supper time, everyone was quite ready to eat. The menu
was satisfactory, both in quality and quantity.
Now for the
One thing several
cup. Time to go
exercise, everyone

dance. Good music provoked the weariest legs to dancing.
people will not forget is that the lemonade was ten cents a
home came, and after a day of physical rather than mental
was ready for his little trundle bed.
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1'HlE SENIOR CLASS JPLAY
Although the date has not been set, work has started on "The Gypsy Trail,"
a clever comedy by Robert Housum. Mr. Widger is the coach, and under his
expert direction the play should be a success.
CAST

Micltael Rudder .................................................... Samuel Mitchell
Edward Andrews................................................ Thomas

Messicl~

F rank Raymond ........................................................Stanley Cook
John Raymond............................................................John Powers
St~vles..............................................................................

Jacob

Ernst

Francis Ra)'mond............:............................................. Emma Ball
Mrs. Widdimore ......................................................Bobbie Wyeth
Miss Janet Raymond ........................................V irginia Modesitt
Ellen ..............................................................................R uth Francis

1'HlE S. 1'. S. CLUB
Early last fall a new organization was started in the High School. It is a
club of girls, and from its general usefulness it appears that the club's motto is
"Do everything that needs to be done." The name, S. T. S., has occasioned
much comment, for only members know what th e letters mean.
R uth Truman is president this year; Dorothy Taylor is vice-president;
\ Vinifred Miller is secretary, and V irginia Frazier is treasurer. Other officers
are the recreation chairman, V irginia Modesitt; the program chairman, Esther
E li zabeth Dudley ; the song leader, Velma Heath , and the cheer leader, Dorothy
Henry. The girls have had inter esting meetings, good times, and have unobtrusively done many helpful things. It has materially increased the pep in our
school, has taken charge of the Alumni party, and has other progressive plans
on foot at this writing. T his worthy organization should grow with the school,
as it itself helps the school to grow. The club owes many thanks to M iss Ragan
and Miss E llington for their interested assistance and practical advice.
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TRACK

The 1926 Track season was quite a successful one. Mr. Moore, the coach,
was able to reap the benefits of his training in past seasons.
On April 19, T. C. won a dual meet from C. H. S. The score was 66 to 52.
At the E. I. Invitational Meet, which Hillsboro won, T. C. took 11 points
for fifth place.
On May 10, the team went to the District Meet at Mattoon. There they
obtained a total of 11 points. Miller's second in the half mile entitled him to go
to the State Meet, where he took fourth in that event.
At Marshall on May 22nd, T. C. lost the League Meet by 4-5 of one point,
Oakland being the victor. Phipps' illness hurt the team. T. C. won the half
mile medley and received a handsome cup for that event.
Captain Haddock, Baird, Iknayan, Miller, Hill and Sims were dash and
middle distance men of ability, and although Phipps specialized in the half he
was good for any distance. Moeller was good at the mile, and F razier and Ray
starred in field events.
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BASEBALl

First row: Merrit, Moody, Cowger, Craig, Goodman, Mitchell, Ferguson.
Second row: Thrall, Hampton, Powers, Mr. Cook (coach); Foreman, Neal.
Third row: Lynch, Cutler, Ernst.

THE SEASON'S RECORD

A number of pill pounders came out to try their hands at baseball. Gordon
Cook of the Senior College was the coach of the outfit, and under his guidance
it achieved a thousand per cent season.
T. C. beat Hindsboro, 8 to 3, in our first game, and trounced them on their
own diamond by the score of 10 to 5.
T. C. was able to defeat Redmon by tne score of 5 to 4, but they had to
work to do it. Rain spoiled the rest of the short schedule.
Moody, pitcher and captain, was an all around star, as was Lynch at second
base. Thrall, Powers and Craig were reliable men, and Mitchell pulled off some
bright plays at times.
Powers, captain-elect, has some worthy material with which to build a team
this year.
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FOOTBALL

lPIEIRSONNEL OF THJE SQUAD
Center s,- F razier, Tinnea.
Guards,-Herman. Ingram, Reasor, Riley, Rennels.
Tackles,-Chesser, McMorris, Combs, Penni ngton, Dillard. Coleman, Hutton.
Ends,-Cook (Captain). Powers, Baker, Zimmerly, Bisson, Sloan.
Halfbacks,-Ba ird, Adkins, H enderson, Thrall, Powers, Titus, Shafer, Re ed.
F ullbacks,- Mitchell, H enderson, McMorris, McMullen.
Quarterbacks,-Henderson, Cook. Taylor, Mi t ch ell.

/
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THE SEASON'S RECORD
The T. C. football team was unfortunate this year in that it lacked a guiding head on the field. vVith beef, skill, and courage, it lost games because it
had no able field general. The personnel shows how the backfield was juggled
in the search for a good quarterback
On October Second. T. C. went to Westfield for its first game. The tall
boys threw tall passes for twelve points. Henderson, at quarter, was unable
to open things up properly, and our offense was weak as a result.
At Martinsville, on October 16. Captain Cook was moved from his familiar
end position to quarterback. He in his turn proved to be too conservative, and
the inferior team took the superior score. Martinsville, 12; T. C., 0.
On October 23, Dick Taylor of basketball fame, showed promise in guiding
the team against Hindsboro. Unfortunately, his wrist was dislocated before his
first game was up. T. C. won its first home game when Powers grabbed a fumble
for one touchdown, and McMorris at full plunged past the goal posts for
another. T. C., 12; Hindsboro, 7.
Mitchell finished the season at quarter, but at that position he was little
better than his early predecessors. Lovington took a game from us on October
30, while our boys were off form, or resting, or something. The score was
18 to 0.
Oakland's hefties came down to see us on Homecoming morning, November 7. When the boys finished playing with each other, Oakland went home
with twelve points and left us barehanded. It was the hardest fought game of
the season, Oakland scoring once on a trick play, and again on a blocked punt.
While his teammates dug their cleats into th e moist sod of the Newman
pigskin pasture. Cook carried the line because of injuries. And Newman celebrated Armistice Day in a right joyous fashion. It was so bad that I won't
tell you the score. I'll just whisper very low that theirs was much larger than
ours was.
Cook, Chesser, Frazier, Mitchell, Powers and Tinnea are graduated this
spring, and their loss makes quite a gap, especially in the line. Chesser and
Cook were the out-standing players, and Baird, Frazier, McMorris and Powers
were consistently making shining plays. Toward the end of the season, Adkins
and Titus showed some real stuff. A very vigorous backfield is left, with
Captain-elect Baird as its leader. Henderson, Adkins, and Thrall should make
things go for sure. In the line, McMorris, Herman and the versatile Titus will
have to find helpers among this year's scrubs and the three big, bad, brawny
hoys who were ineligible this year.
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BASKETBALL

Maurice Foreman, E . I. star, undertook to coach the T. C. teams this winter,
and it's certain that he succeeded in imparting some of his own skill into his
charges. He deserves much credidt for his work with them. T. C. thanks h im.
\Ve lost our first game by one point to Lerna, here, on Dec. 3rd.
was 8-9.

The score

Dick Taylor was able to play at L erna a vveek later and we got our revenge.
Score, 12-11.
On Dec. 17th the team w ent to Tower Hill. Ralph Adams, our last year's
coach, saw his former squad at its best, and we ran away with a 22 to 8 victory.
~Windsor , over in Shelby coun ty, took our measure three days before Christmas. O ne forwa rd made fourteen points and we were beaten, 18 to 15.

\ Ve were able to vanquish a deadly foe of the previous season when we beat
Redmon here in our first January game. The final score showed 16-13, and we
rejoiced greatly.
C. H . S. came south \vith blood in their eyes on J anuary 12th , and took back
th e bacon. If it had not been one o£ the annual classics, this would have been
a very poor game. A ll together thirty-one fo ul shots were missed. T. C. missed
most. and Charleston won by 15-9.
\ Vindsor took another from us at our gym on J anuary 22ncl.

S core, 15- 11.
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On January 25th Neoga sneaked off with an overtime heartbreaker, much
like the one we handed them in the tournament last year. The score was 16-15.
"Turn about's fair play," it is said.
In a scoring orgy on February 2nd the Alumni fell before the fast work of
the whole team. It was very close until the last two minutes when the present
day stars forged ahead to win. Score, 25-21.
H.uel Hall, a former T. C. star of stars, scheduled a game for T. C. to play
his proteges at Patoka on F ebruary 5th. A poor attempt at stalling resulted in
an overtime game, and Patoka won, 15-14.
Redmon avenged her early defeat with an overtime victory on February
22nd. Score, 19-17.
In the League Tournament at the C. H. S. gym, on F ebruary 11th, we drew
the tall boys from Westfield! T . C. fought and guarded well, so \ iVestfield resorted to long shots to win, 20-9.
T. C. was encouraged by a brilliant home victory over Kansas on February
15th. We out-played them and won by the handy score of 19-12.
Neoga, the heartbreaker, repeated her early stunt on February 18th and
snatched away a double overtime game. Score, 19-17.
In one of the best inter-city clashes ever played in Cha rleston, C. H. S.
won the second classic of the year by the score of 24-22. The game was fast,
furious and even all the way. Both teams were at their best, and C. H. S. only
happened to be ahead when the final gun went off. It is interesting to note that
the combined score was the highest ever reached in a T. C.-C. H. S. battle.
T. C. played its poorest game at Kansas, March 11th.
badly. Score, 21-6.

Kansas beat them

In the District Tournament at the C. H . S. gym on March 11th, T. C. walked
all over Mattoon in its first game. \ iVhen the party ended and the scorers caught
up, it was found that T . C. had 37 points and Mattoon had 8.
Next, T. C. played Villa Grove, State Champions of 1924, and lost by 26-15.
They eventually won the tournament, and in their four games, T . C.'s was the
closest. Draw your own conclusions.
A number of close games and overtime losses marred its record, but T . C.
now has the reputation of a good defensive, fighting team.
This year's team has reached a higher point total than any T . C. team of
recent years. That is proof enough of its scoring ability. In spite of seven wins
against twelve losses, our grand point total exceeds that of the enemy by ten
points. This is because of the fact that when the team was going well, it was
almost invincible. Too often some one was a little bit off form, and T. C. was
beaten by a small score.
Taylor, high point man, was also a clever floor man. Many plays starteo
with Dick, and many of his long ringers brought the crowd to its feet. Captain
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Frazier performed his duties in a consistently efficient manner, and he was ably
assisted by Thrall. Adkins' speed and dribbling surprised the opposing guards,
and he knew how to use hi s height to its best advantage. Springer was unable
to find the basket during games, but for floor work and fight he was unexcelled.
Henderson cinched several games with his timely baskets, and fought well. Me·
Morris was a dependable sub-guard and it is he who will fill Frazier's place
at gua rd next year.
Frazier, Story and Powers, a crack sub-forward, are graduated. Everyone
else remains and a championship team should be forthcoming in 1928. At the
present time the captain is not yet chosen, but there are several potential good
ones, and with a coach as good as Foreman, T . C. may look forward to our next
basketball season with pleasant anticipations.

SEASON'S RECORD

Games
P layed

P layers-

Taylor, forward ········--·-··-Adkins, center ··----·---------····
Springer, forward --·----·-·--·Henderson, forward -----·-·-·
Frazier , guard -·-·-------·-·------·Thrall, guard --··-·-·-···---·-·-·-McMorris, guard -·······-·---·--

18
18
18
19
19
18
11

F.G.

F .T.

P .F.

T.P.

45
33
2
13

22
22

7
6
0

10

30
31
22
22
24
52
2

11 2
88
12
41
24

1

0
0
0
0

8
15
3
3

15
3

Non-Letter MenPowers, fonvard --···-·--···--··
Gwinn, forward ---·--·-----·--···
Story, guard --·· ---·-----···--·--·-Reaser, forward -·--····---·-·-···
Neal, forward -·-·--·---·-----·---·Total points, 307.

3

4
3
2

0

4

0

0

2
0
0
0
4

5
2
0
0
0

Total opponents' points, 297.

Games won, 7.

Games lost, 12.
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JOKES
Dorothy Henry: "Dad, how do you like my new wind-blown bob?"
Dad: "It looks as if a cyclone had struck it."

* * *

Mr. \Vaffle: " W hy don't you answer me?"
Harlan Baird: "I did shake m\· head."
Mr. vVaffle: "vf ell. do you expect me to hear it rattle clear up here?"
Mrs. Rutherford: " Have you been figh ti ng again, A rlen ?"
Arlen vVood: "No, I had an operation in the hospital."
Mrs. Rutherford: "Then how did you get all those bumps on your head?"
Arlen: "Oh, the doctor ran out of eth er."

* * *

lim Frazier: "\Vhat kind of a time did you have at the dance last night ?"
Neal Adkins: "I had a fright."
Johnny Gwin: 'Til say she was!"
The rest is too terrible to tell. The morning papers contain all the horrible
details, and 'vYe drop a sympathetic and merciful curtain on the massacre.

* * *

You can always tell a Senior,
He is so statelv dressed;
You can always teli a Junior
By his jokes and swelled up chest;
You can alwavs tell a Freshman
By his ti~id look and such;
And you can a lways tell a Sophomore,
B ut you cannot tell him much.
Miss Harris: "vVhat causes the dense cloud of smoke and gas around
Jupiter?"
Johnnie: "The factories."

* * *

\ Vavne Zimmerly: "If I \\·asn't a Sophomore, I'd be a Junior."
ClaZtde Kellam: "If I wasn't a Junior, I 'd be a Sophomore."
Stanley Cook: "If I wasn't a Senior, I'd be ashamed ."

* * *
Miss E llington : "At that time, when the king died, his oldest son ascended
to the throne.'"
L eonard: "If he had no sons or daughters, then did one of his grandchildren take his place?"
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T. C. TRYSTING PLACES
R oom 29, for the wise ones.
Room 6, for the green ones.
Room 23, for the naughty ones.
The library, for the silent ones.
The spooner's seat, fo r the ones with spnng fever.
The altar, for the daring ones.
The College Inn, for the wealthy ones.
A nd- The vVarbler Room for the v\'orking O nes.
Sunday School Teacher: "\Vallace, recite one verse from the Dible."
\ Vallace Cavins: "And Judas went out and hanged himself."
S. S . Teacher: "Another."
\ Vallace: ''Go thou and do likevvise."
Velma Heath : "I think all bright boys are conceited."
Jack McComas: "\tV ell , I don't know. The exception proves the mle,
and here I am."
* *. *
Miss ·McTaggart: "Who was Joan of Arc?"
Leonard Shaeffer: "She was a heroiness."

* * *

Fille: "\Vhat is your favorite flavor of lipstick ?"
Garcon: "I'm surely up against it now."
Rex: "\Vhere did you do most of your skating when you were learning?"
Inez: "Oh, I think you are perfectly horrid ."

* * *
Miss Harris: "Austin. what is space?"
A ustin: " \ iVell, ah- it's a place where there 1s nothing.
right here in my head, but I can 't get it out. "
" \i\1ill you marry me?"

1 er - I got it

* .,. .,.

"No."
A nd they lived happily ever after.

* * *
Marie Goodman : "I wonder why J ake is so dumb."
James Springer : ''I dunno. :Maybe he was brought up on a vacuum b:)ttle."

* * *
Mr. Moore : "Gene, name five farm animals of the U nited States.''
Gene : " Four horses and a cow."

* * *
Miss H;>rris: "Mr. Ray , what 1s a vertical ray?"
Lee: "I don't know."
Jim Craig: "Tt's an erect Leovotto."
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A FRJENZIJED FACULTY
With a check for fees in my pocket, I entered the building to register. I
was prepared to get in line and wait an hour or so for something to happen.
But small need there was to wait; I found the whole building in confusion. On
the table in the front hall several teachers spoke in vehement eloquence to
the mass of wondering students. After collecting my puzzled wits, I found
that they were Mr. Haeffner, Mr. Stansbury and Mr. Ankenbrand, trying at
once to elbow each other off the wabbly table and proclaim the merits of their
respective Psychology courses. As I stood watching them, someone ran up and
seized my hand in a powerful grip.
Mr. Thomas was asking me, "Oh, my dear sir, a re you continuing with
your History course this term?"
"That is my present intenti on," I replied , as calmly as I could.
" I'm so pleased!" he said. ''Let no one persuade you differently." And
away he went to ask Jim Starkey a similar question.
"Say, what's wrong around here?" I asked Paul Tinnea, he v.rho always
has the low-dmn1 on current events.
"Psst! I'll tell you . Miss Ford has gone. She's having her hair bobbed ,
and there is no one to tell the students what cour ses to register for. All the
teachers are afraid they'll be left out, and will lose th eir jobs. l-Ienee the hubbub.''
I started for my locker to put away my hat. I had to turn aside for the
g roup watching Miss Neal and Miss 1\ag:m pull hair. They accused each other
of using the grossest slang. Mr. Modesitt added two and. two on the bulletin
board to demonstrate the simplicity of mathematics. I found the staircase
blocked with frantic instructors. Miss Zinn called out that the ability to recite
from Hamlet was the supreme test for culture. Mr. Railsback yelled in his
deep voice that Physical Science was the only practical course offered. M r.
Koch sang, "On the !{oad to Mandalay" to prove the value of Music. "Learn
to farm from a farmer I L earn to farm f rom a farme r !" yelled l\fr. Moore,
as he slid down the banister into the struggling group of instructors.
\ i\Then I finally arrived upstairs, I was surprised by having something
clapped down over my head. I stared at Mr. Spooner through one of his bug
nets. O nly when I assured him that I was going to take Zoology 22 would he
let me go.
I proceeded to find out whence came the terrible rumbling noise that l had
heard all the t ime. I found Mr. Stover, M r. Coleman, Mr. \Vidger, Mr.
Schneider and Mr. Taylor bellowing in hoarse voices the desirable attributes of
their individual subjects.
Mr. Ashley and Mr. Hughes ran down the hall, stringing shavings as they
went. One waved a hammer and the other w·aved a saw.
A low sob caught my ear. I looked into a class room and saw ten of our
dear lady teachers sitting exhausted from strenuous argument. Oh, sad sight!
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Miss Messer gasped that A rt was the most cultural of all subjects. Miss T orinus
and M rs. Stover threw cha lk and erasers at each other. Miss \Neller wept
that she could not understand the uncomplimentary French appelations that
Miss Johnson used. The others were only able to look daggers at one another.
1 came downstairs to see Mr. Lord running to and iro, wringing his hands
and excla iming, "Gentlemen! Gentlemen ! Oh , dear! \ Nhat shall I do?"
P resently the up roa r increased. Pandemonium broke loose. Everyone
poured nut of doors to see :tviiss Ford get off th e street car. All o f our beloved
fac ulty dashed to her to be assured of its classes, but she stepped back into
the street car. She tossed her shingled head and smiled. T hen our dignified
faculty climbed all over the "city dink." Mr. Lantz pulled the trolley so that
it could not return to town.
Then M r. Lord had an idea. He raised his hand for silence. Advancing
to the street car , he said in a loud, clear voice : "Oh , if you only knew how
unspeakably enchanting you do appear! How perfectly bewitching! May you
retai n that smile through all the tasks and trials of the day."
Thus did the P resident of th e institution restore order again by his diplomacy. A s soon as Miss F ord stepped behind her fam iliar desk, confidence
returned to the excited faculty, and all went well again.

* * *
M r. \ Vaffie:

"That back row is buzzing louder than a row of saw-mills."

* * *
lVl rs. Stover (in Zoology 2 ) : "Leovotto, what does trophism mean ?"
Lee: "I don 't know. J never had any Lati n or anything like that. "

* * *
Miss H arris : "Very emphatically, folks, I tell you the trouble with you
1s vour a rithmetic. Just your plain . simple, every-day arithmetic."
Bobbie Wyeth: "\Veil, Miss Harris, you taught u s."

* * *

Mr. Coleman : ''\ Voul d you have Congress pass a law restricting marriage?"
Leah Middlesworth : " Yes."
Mr. Coleman: "vVhy?"
Leah : " Because it's just a habit."

* * *
There was quite a jabber and cackling in the chemi stry class. ::--1r. C rowe
looked around a bit and said, " H enderson and Henry are the hens in our barnyard medley."
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Miss Ellington: "At that time the houses had only the bare earth fur
tloors."
Byron Best: "\Vhat about the upstairs?"

* * *
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

THE SEVEN SENIOR SAPS
Super Splendid Supreme Sap- Lee Ray.
Most Great and Glorious Exalted Gargoyle-Cookie.
Highly Estimable Spread Eagle Standard Bearer- Sam.
Very \Vorshipful \Voggle-eyed \Vort-hog-Jake.
Triumphant Torch-toting Tasmanian Terror- Tin Ear.
Horrible Harborer of Hallucinations-Tohnnv.
Bright and Brilliant Brainless Bear-cat.::_Jim- Frazier.

* * *
LEST WE FORGET
Paul Tinnea--is disgusted at something.
Ruth Truman- -invented the Eth. Tee. Eth.
Tames Frazier- -likes milk.
Bobbie Wyeth--is writing notes.
Johnny Powers--is receiving notes.
Myrtle Lake- - is champion giggler.
Tom Messick--smokes a pipe.
Emma Ball--has to go to the "second floor office."
Sam Mitchell--is a boss politician.
Neal Adkins--has a good line.
Marjorie Digby- -is a babe in arms.
Tacob Ernst- -is interested in furniture and undertaking.
Charles Story--plays basketball.
Stanley Cook- thinks he's busy.

* * *

Rook Agent: "Do any boys room h ere?"
Dick Taylor: "Eighteen do."
Book Agent: '' Might I speak to one of them ?"
Dick: "I'm sorry, but they're all taking a bath."

* * *

"Say, could you tell me how to find Room 78?"
"Sure; ask somebody."

* * *

Teacher: "Am I speaking loud enough to be heard in the back row?"
The back row: "No."

* * *

" I stand corrected," murmured the examination paper when the instructor
had finished with it.
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